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The Perrormance Rating Act of 1950 requires performance
evaluationF, and ratings through use cf one or more performance
'ating plats subject to approval of the Civil Service Commission
(CSC). r reqtuires ;at. each system rcie for making
pezlornance requirements known to the .m'1oyee, giv.og air
appraisals of employee perforiance, using appraisals to aproe
employee performance, strengthening supervisor-employee
relationships, and keeping eployaes advised of their
performance and promptly notified of ratings.
Findings/Conclusions: Summary performance ratings--outatarding,
satisfactory, or unsatisfactory--have become essentially a
single rating system of satisfactory. Such ratihgs do not
adequately inform employees about their performance cr provide
management ith a basis for personnel decisions. lso0, because
of court decisions, unsatisfactory ratings may not e used as a
basis for dismissal of employees. Cost of the 10 performance
ratinq systems in Fedezal agencies hich were reviewed do ot
aeet objectivs of the legislation. Inadequacies of the systems
are: graphic rating scale methods do act provide useful
performance data, most procedures have not provided adequate
guidance for rating eployees, aad there is insufficient linkage
between performance and rewards. In prirate systems examined,
there was better guidance for supervisors, and there were
different systems for various occupational groups. A potential
f or improvement was seen in cllaborative systems in which the
employee participates. Recommaaendaticns: CSC should ask he
Congress to aend 5 U.S.. 43, formerly the Performance Rating
Act. deletiny ::.quirenents for performance summary atings and



related statutory appeal provisions. It should provide a basis
for awarding employees salary increases and service cedits
applicable in reduction-in-force situations. CSC and Federal
agencies sould improve performance evaluation systems by
providing more guidance and training, instituting aOre
substantive management reviews, considering the use of different
methods for major occupational groups, and developing ethods of
linking performance achievements to rewards. Ibe Office of
management and Budget should -rquire all Federal agercie to
assess the feasibility of implementing ccllaborative performance
evaluation systems. (HT#)



REPORT TO TH-E CONGRESS

BY THE COMPTROLLEi": GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Federal Employee Performance
Rating Systems Need
Fundamenta' Changes
The Chairman of the Civil Service Commis
sion should request the Congress to amend
chapter 43 of title 5, formerly the Perform-
ance Rating Act of 1950, to delete all statu-
tory requirements for performance summary
ratings of outstanding, satisfactory, or un-
satisfactory tor Federal employees.

The Chairman and the heads of Federal agen-
cies should improve the performance rating
systems by making more use of the coilabora-
tive approach. That is, they should

--establish systems built around m-
ployee participation,

--develop preset work requirements, and

-review work achievements in the per-
formance evaluation process.

FPCD-77-80 MARCH 3, 19.78



COMPTROLLER GENERAL OP THE UNITED STATES
wAMINGlTON. D.C. SI

B-15041i

To the President of the Senate and the
SDeaker of the House o Representatives

This report discusses a number of fundamental changes.
including an amendment to chapter 43 of title 5, UnitedStates Code, formerly the Performance Rating Act of 1950,needed to improve Federal employee performance ratingsystems. It describes the principles and objectives uponwhich such systems should oe based and which could resultin more responsive and productive Performance of the Fed-eral work force.

We made our review pursuant to he Budget and Accounting
Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and AuditingAct of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the ActingDirector, Office of Management and Budget; the Chairman,Civil Service Commission; and the heads of the 10 agercieswhose employee performance evaluation systems we reviewed.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S FEDERAL EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS RATING SYSTEMS NEED

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES

DIGEST

Summary performance ratings of Federal em-
ployees no longer serve a useful purpose.
The ratings--outstanding, satisfactory, or
unsatisfactory--have become essentially a
single rating system of satisfactory.
(See ch. 2.) Further:

--Court decisions have overtaken and nul-
lified performance ratings provisions
of the law as a basis for dismissal of
employees who have received unsatisfac-
tory ratings.

-- Other personnel legislation and programs
established by the Congress and Civil
Service Commission are, to a large ex-
tent, more effective in recognizing and
rewarding outstanding performance than
the system required by law.

Performance rtings may be useful in some
circumstances, but use of a single rating
as the total summary of employee perform-
ance does not

--inform employees adequately about the
quality of their performance in specific
terms or

-- provide management with sufficient in-
formation on which to base personnel
decisions necessary to improve effec-
tiveness of a Federal dep-.rtment,
agency, or other unit.

Most of the 10 performance rating systems
GAO reviewed in Federal agencies are not
meeting the objectives of the legislation
even though it has been in existence for
more thin 25 years. About every third
employee at five Federal agencies indicated

Xu yja. Uon rgmi, the report FPCD-77-80Rclr "dte should be n-d -e i



insufficient job knowledge and feedback on
their performance. This is due to a com-
bination of fudamental problems with the
current performiance evaluation systems,
the lack of supervisor training, and review
processes. (See pp. 16 to 23.)

Correcting these problems is a first step
toward improving performance rating systems.
Accordingly, GAO shares the views expressed
in earlier reports by congressional and ad-
ministration committees that consideration
should be given to eliminating performance
ratings completely.

The Civil Service Commission should ask
the Congress to amend chapter 43 of title
5, United States Code, formerly the Per-
formance Rating Act, deleting requirements
for performance summary ratings and related
statutory appeal provisions. In doing so,
the Commission should provide a basis for
awarding employees salary increases and
service credits applicable in reduction-
in-force situations. (See p. 12.) The Com-
mission and Federal agencies should also
improve specific aspects of their perform-
ance evaluation systems. (See pp. 30 and 5.)
Furthermore, the Office cf Management and
Budget should require all Federal agencies
to assess tie feasibility of implementing
collaborative performance evaluation systems.
(See p. 44.)

WEAKNESSES IN PERFORMANCE
RATING SYSTEM

Performance evaluation systems should pro-
vide supervisors and employees with per-
formance objectives that are stated clearly
and methods and forms of evaluation that are
practical. The systems should help super-
visors and employees toward a systematic
collection of performance data. This would
enable them to identify strengths and weak-
nesses in order to utilize and develop em-
ployees to their fullest potential.

Most Federal systems have tried to achieve
these objectives, but their methods have
been inadequate. They used traditional
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grapnar rating scale methods that do not
pro-ide useful performance data. Most pro-
cedures have provided little direction and
guidance, leaving determination of ratings
entirely to the discretion of supervisors.
Since the training of supervisors has also
been inadequate, the ratings of employees
are now largely dependent on individual
supervisors' skills and inclinations.

In contrast to this, most performance eval-
uation systems examined in privatt enter-
prise provided supervisors with considerably
more guidance, forcing them to stay within
the ground rules of each enterprise. Pri-
vate sector systems usually are different for
separate occupational groups rather than
the same for all employees. These systems
provided supervisors with more guidance than
Federal systems and also focused on actual
employee performance rather than rating.
Coupled with more frequent supervisory r-
views, these systems should produce more
objective data that, in turn, could become
a highly visible basis for supervisor de-
cisions.

The degree of detail and coverage of per-
formance evaluation systems should vary
with the duties and responsibilities of
employees. As a minimum, performance
evaluation systems should make clear to
employees what will be expected of them
during a rating period and how they have
performed in terms of work accomplished.
In addition to providing work direction,
well-designed and well-implemented systems
should provide the erformance data needed
to 1) assure a bas's for fair and objective
performance feedback and (2) make work-
related decisions essential to employee
development. (See ch. 3.)

IMPROVING FEDERAL
EVALUATION SYSTEMS

Every Federal agency must periodically exam-
ine its personnel policies and practices
to be sure of their continuing appropriate-
ness and to take advantage of innovation.
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Performance evaluation is no exception to
this rule. Notwithstanding department or
agency concerns over costs to deve]op and
implement new performance evaluation systems,
agercis must look at these costs in light
of the potential benefits to be derived from
a more productive, informed, motivated, and
satisfied work force.

GAO analyses indicate hat a recognizable
benefit appears possible through the collab-
orative system approach to performance
evaluation. This ffers potential for im-
proved performance and employee development.
Data indicates that, regardless of major
occupation or grade groupings, best results
were obtained from collaborative systems
supported fully by management at all organ-
iz2tional levels.

Employees perceived the collaborative sys-
tems to be helpful in gaining a clear un-
derstanding of their expected performance
and in assessing and improving their actual
performance. This is not surprising since
employees, after all, have good information
about their own work and performance. (See
ch. 4.)

INSUFFICIENT CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND REWARD

Development and implementation of effective
performance evaluation systems is insuffi-
cient to increase employee performance and
development. Employees must believe that
their efforts and accomplishments may lead
to recognition in the form of tangible re-
wards following evaluation of their work.
This evaluation should therefore be linked
in a meaningful way to personnel decisions
involving compensation, incentive awards,
and opportunities for advancement.

Various laws provide agencies with the
mechanism and funds necessary to make such
personnel ecisions. While seemingly com-
plementary to the performance evaluation
program, neither the Civil Service Commis-
sion nor Federal agencies have directly
linked these programs. Since each program
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is administered independently, employee
perceptions of the relationship between the
performance rating and reward are limited
or do not exist. There can be no assur-
ance that any new performance evaluation
system will be effective unless a meaning-
ful link is established.

Although various Federal studies support a
connection between performance and reward,
Federal officials expressed concern over
the establishment of any regulated or auto-
matic connections. Others also caution
against results of such direct linkage that
might potentially also be counterproductive.
It appears that private enterprise practices
offer the best solution by using information
derived from the performance evaluation
rather than an overall performance rating
to support personnel reward actions. (See
ch. 5.)

The Office of Management and udget com-
mented favorably on the report and generally
aareed with the conclusion that the present
plan is not meeting the objectives of the
legislation. It further stated that the
report's findings will be helpful and the
recommendations will be given full considera-
tion in developing imrEovei,1 cnts to enhance
work-force productivi:y by the ongoing Office
of Management and Budget and ivil Service
Commission review of present Federal person-
nel policies.

In responding to GAO's request for comments
on its draft report, the Civil Service Com-
mission submitted staff comments rather than
an institutional position. The Commission
explained that its Chairman did not wish
to take a position pending the final results
of the Federal Personnel Management Project,
which is studying performance evaluation
among other areas. The Project staff was
provided draft copies of this report, and
the proposed options they are considering
include elements of the recommendations
in GO's draft. (See app. IX.)

Generally, other agencies commented that
(1) performance evaluation needs strong
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support from agency heads if any system
is to succeed, (2) the supervisor is the
key to the system and must be well trained
and objective, and '3) formalizing the sys-
tem may create addit nal paperwork. GAO
shares the concern over additional paper-
work, but its recommendations center on
making the systems more meaningful through
changes rather than majoL additions to the
systems.
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GLOSSAPRY

Performance Employee's accomplishmerit of assigned
tasks.

Performance evalua- Official performance rating plan re-

tion system quired by chapter 43, title 5, United
States Code.

Performance rating Adjective rating required by chapter 43

(summary adjec- of title 5, U.S. Code, to describe how
tive rating) an employee's work accomplishments com-

pare with established erformance re-
quirements. The rating may be derived

from several performance factors or may
be an overall conclusion representing
management judgment.

Performance eval- Total process of observing an employ-
uation ee's performance in relation to per-

formance requirements over a period of
time, and then making objective and
subjective assessments of the perform-
ance.

Rating period The period of time established by the
agency performance evaluation system
during which an employee's performance
is evaluated and, if required, assigned
a performance rating.

Performance re- Work results or accomplishments ex-
quirements, also pected in terms of objective units
referred to as that are the expressed measures of the
work expectations quality, quantity, timing, and level

of achievement expected by management
of an individual's work results. Work
plans, work instructions, project pro-
posals, goals, targets, and quotas are
examples of work expectations provided
they identify to the maximum extent
possible the quality, quantity, timing
in objective terms, and specifically
assign responsibility so that indivi-
duals can be held accountable for the
comuletion of assigned work.



CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION

"* * * An obligation of every manager is to see that
employee performance is appraised, communicated, and
documented. Practical experience has shown that
this seemingly straightforward management task is
actually one of the most difficult and often most
neglected supervisory responsibilities. Some
,nanders have even convinced themselves that perform-
ance appraisal s unnecessary since they believe
that employees generally know how well they are
performing. Employee attitude surveys have repeatedly
shown the contrary." 1/

Most Federal civilian employees should receive perform-
ance ratings under the provisions of chapter 43 of title 5,
United States Code, formerly referred to as the Performance
Rating Act (PRA) of 1950. That law requires performance
evaluations and ratings. 2/ The stated purpose of this
legislation is to recognize Federal employee merit and its
contribution to efficiency and economy in the Federal service.
Preceding legislation and events leading to the PRA are
described in appendix I.

To accompli:sh its purposes, the law requires Fede::al
agencies to establish and use one or more performance rating
plans (syst-ssi) which are subject to the approval of the Civil
Service Cmmissjon (CSC). The law requires that most Federal
employees receive a performance summary rating of at least
outstanding, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory. Further, it
requires that each agency system provide for

-- making performance requirements known to the
employee,

-- giving fair appraisals of employee performance in
relation to the performance requirements,

i/Source: Performance Appraisal, Corporate Human Resources,
Honeywell Inc., 1975.

2/Other legislation and programs that atfect the performance
evaluation include the Government Employees Incentive Awards
kct of 1954 (chapter 45 of title 5), Merit Promotion Program
of 1959, and Salary Reform Act of 1962 (chapter 53 of title 5).
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-- using appraisals to improve employee performance,

--strengthening supervisor-employee relationship, and

-- keepinq employees currently advised of their perform-
ance and promptly notified of their performance
rating.

Tne philosophy underlying these legislative requirements is
to create an improved supervisor-employee working relation-
ship that would ultimately result in better informed and
effectively utilized employees.

Under the law, CSC is responsible for issuing regula-
tions governing various aspects of the law. Suc.i regulations
are found in chapter 430 of the Federal Personnel Manual
(FPM). CSC recently completed work on revisions to the
chapter. Although the only policy change is to require that
all employees be rated annually, the revised chapter provides
clarification of performance rating and discusses the rela-
tionship of performance rating to other personnel decisions,
such as within-grade salary increases, incentive awards,
adverse actions, and merit promotions. Additionally the re-
vised chapter includes an expanded appendix in the form of
a guide to improving performance evaluations. The guide
provides up-to-date information for consideration by Federal
agencies. CSC's efforts are an important and valuable step
toward improving performance evaluation. As discussed in the
following chapters, however, much more can and needs to be
done in this important but neglected personnel management
area.

PURPOSE OF REVIEW

Chapter 43, title 5, United States Code, formerly the
PRA, has provided the statutory framework for Federal agen-
cies' performance rating systems for more than 25 years. We
reviewed several such systems to determine if the

-- law is still providing a workable legislative frame-
work in today's Federal personnel management environ-
nment and

--Federal agencies' performance evaluation systems
are effectively meeting the objectives sought by
the Congress and, if not, suggest possible improve-
ments.

Furthermore, in response to a request by the Manpower
and Housing Subcommittee of the House Committee of Government
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Operations, we looked specifically at the us? of performance
summary ratings. According to the Subcommittee, Federal
supervisors contended that the rating system tends to restrict
the use of cutstanding anI unsatisfactory ratings, resulting
in the overuse of the satisfactory rating. The Subcommittee
also requested a comparison between public and private sector
perforn,-nce evaluation systems.

SCOPE

We examined chapter 43, title 5, United States Code; the
legislative history; CSC's performance rating systems approval
process; and 10 Federai agencies' performance rating systems
and their implementation. The systems were used during fiscal
year 1976 by CSC; the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA);
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA); Federal Hose Loan
Bank Board (FHLBB); Forest Service (FS); General Services
Administration (GSA); Departmeit of Health, Education, and
Welfare (hEW) (excluding Social Security); National Aeronau-
tics and Sace Administration (NASA); Deoartment of the Navy;
and Social Security Administration (SSA). Togethci these
agencies employ about one-half million Fcdeial workers and
were selected because they seemed to represent a cross section
of agencies covered by the PRA.

Fieldwork was performed at the agencies' Washington head-
quarters and field offices or installations located in the
San rancisco, California, area. Additional fieldwork was
performed in the Atlanta, Corgia, and Boston, Massachusetts,
regional offices of CSC, GSA, HEW, and SSA. Navy field
installations included the Naval Air Station and Naval Air
Rework Facility in Alameda, Cal_ornia; the Naval Underwater
Laboratory in Rhode Island; the Charleston avy Shipyard,
Charleston, South Carolina; the NASA Ames Research Center
in Mountain View, California; and the NASA Langley Research
Center near Hampton, Virginia.

CSC and Federal agency views and ersonnel practices
were obtained through a management questionnaire 1/ directed
to CSC headquarters and three regional offices, the heads
of administration of 18 Federal agencies, and field personnel
officials of the 10 selected agencies. We followed up the
responses to these questionnaires through discussions with
selected headquarters and field officials.

1/App. II contains a copy of our management and employee
questionnaires and the methodology used in our statistical
analyses.
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Employee views were solicited through an attitude
survey 1/ involving six agencies--FHLBB, GSA, HEW (including
SSA), Navy, and NASA. At GSA, HEW, and SSA regional offices
and the Navy installations, we also reviewed selected em-
ployee performance ratings, read the support for these
ratings, and talked with some supervisors who prepared the
ratings. At the three CSC regional offices, we examined
employees' rating appeals filed and decided during fiscal
year 1976.

We reviewed the literature, research studies, and re-
ports; obtained information on current practices in perform-
ance evaluations from the private sector; 2/ and reviewed
the research effort conducted by CSC.

Finally, we held extensive informal discussions with
agency officials concerning our findings, conclusions, and
recommendations as they pertained to their agencies and dis-
cussed Government-wide implications near the conclusion of
our review. Each agency also had an opportunity to formally
comment on the draft of our proposed report. NASA, Navy, and
the Department of Defense cffered no further comments than
already included in the draft report. The Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, GSA, EPA, FS, FHLBB, HEW, CSC, and the Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT) staffs did provide comments that
have been reflected in the appropriate chapters of this
report.

L/App. II contains a copy of our management and employee
questionnaires and the methodology used in our statistical
analyses.

2/For listing of private companies and institutions, see
app. VI.
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CHAPTER 2

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES ARE NEEDED

TO PROVIDE A WORKABLE FRAMEWORK

FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Enactment of the PRA started a trend in the Federal
Government that performance evaluation should meet not only
administrative needs, but also employee development needs.
According to congressional hearings, the performance ratings
were intended to identify the truly outstanding and unsatis-
factory performers for the purpose of taking positive or
negative administrative actions. Additionally, the legisla-
tion intended to remedy past problems by focusing on employee
development.

Performance evaluations for employee development purposes
are primar:Lly counseling related. Generally they should be
used to improve employees' performances in teir current
positions and to develop further their capacity for greater
job responsibilities. Performance evaluations are also used
for administrative purposes. These are primarily selection
related and considered in a variety of personnel actions,
such as selection of employees for salary increases, pro-
motion, and retention during reduction-in-force situations.

The above purposes have differing requirements. For
instance, administrative decisions require employee compari-
sons to establish their relative standings. Such comparisons
usually require agencies to develop so-called relative work
expectations to insure an equitable selection process. In
contrast, employee development deals with the individual
rather than relative performance. Such evaluation is non-
selective and therefore requires the development of piform-
ance requirements that. are geared toward an individual's
motivation, ability, and skill.

PERFORMANCE RATINGS INADEQUATELY
RECOGNIZE EMPLOYEE MERIT

Dissatisfaction with chapter 43, title 5, United States
Code, formerly the PRA, surfaced almost immediately upon
enactment and still exists today. The Commission on Organi-
zation of the Executive Branch of the Government (Second
Hoover Commission), the Subcommittee on Federal Civil Service,
CSC, and Federal agencies nave been critical of various
administratively impractical or even counterproductive fea-
tures of the legislative requirement to assign employees a
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performance summary rating of outstanding, satisfactory, or
unsatisfactory.

Since 1954 several Federal studies have reported that
about 9 percent of all employees rated under the law received
a rating of satisfactory. Similar statistics were reported
by 3 of 10 Federal agencies involved in our study. The other
seven agencies kept no such agencywide statistics for the last
3 years, because they were not used for any management pur-
pose. The overall statistics for the three agencies that did
collect this information are shown below.

Summary Performance Ratings

Rating Calendar years
1973 1974 1975

Outstanding 1% 1% 1%
Satisfactory 99 99 99
Unsatisfactory - - -

The essentially one-level performance ratings can be
attributed to the legislation which established a broad satis-
factory rating level and defined outstanding performance
in such restrictive terms that few employees could meet the
definition. The law also burdened performance rating systems
with warning and appeal procedures that seem to be defeating
the timely identification of unsatisfactory performance.

Satisfactory rating

Inadequate recognition of the relative levels of employee
performance is most notable under the satisfactory rating. It
replaced the three intermediate rating levels (very good,
aood, and fair) previously used under the Uniform Efficiency
Rating System, which preceded the PRA. Thus, the satisfactory
rating is generally awarded to employees whether their per-
formance is just below outstanding or barely above unsatis-
factory. In 1954, reporting on this problem, the Subcommittee
on the Federal Civil Service stated to the House Committee
on Post Office and Civil Service that the lumping of employees
into one rating category was counterproductive to recognizing
and retaining the best performers.

The Subcommittee pointed out, for examople, that Federal
agencies could at some time be required tc reduce the number
of employees. in the interest of retaining the best performer,
section 12 of the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944 required
that any such reduction in force sould give due consideration
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to efficiency ratings. Under the Uniform Efficiency Rating
System, this ws possible because three of the five ratings
(excellent, very good, and good) received extra retention
credits ranging from 1 to 5 in computing the total service
years. Under the PRA, the Subcommitte further reported,
CSC initially allowed one retention credit for the satisfac-
tory rating and five for the outstanding rating. This prac-
tice was subsequently discontinued for the satisfactory
rating, however, once CSC recognized the offsetting effects
since most employees were rated the same.

The same problem still exists although CSC now allows
Federal agencies to use an optional "excellent" fourth
performance rating level with 2 additional years of service
credits for retention purposes. Such extra credits for meri-
torious services are difficult for employees to receive
because few agencies use this rating. For instance, none
of the 10 agencies we reviewed used the fourth rating level
in their systems.

Outstanding rating

Section 4304(c) of title 5 states:

"A performance rating of outstanding may be given
only when all aspects of performance not only exceed
norma' requirements, but are outstanding and deserve
specs commendation."

The Subcommittee report and top Federal officials ques-
tioned the criteria for awarding an outstanding rating. One
agency official commented that the definition ignores the
reality that few, if any, employees are outstanding in all
aspects of performance. The outstanding rating seems to
present problems because his agency regards some employees'
performances as outstanding even though their outstanding
skills are singular and therefore not necessarily reflected
in all aspects of performance. Consequently, the choice
appears to be either to underrate such employees or to over-
rate them in order to justify the otherwise warranted out-
standing performance rating.

The restrictive definition also creates inequities
between agencies. For instance, three agencies included
in our review use only the performance summary rating.
Five agencies, however, require such a rating plus traditional
graphic ratings which require supervisory judgments on several
performance-related factors. In the latter case, supervisors
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must generally justify an outstanding rating for each
performance factor before being able to award a summary
rating of outstanding. In contrast, those supervisors
whose concern is only the summary rating have considerably
more flexibility, because they can conceivably restrict
the justification to only those performance aspects con-
sidered outstanding.

Extensive administrative requirements
for use of unsatisfactory ratings

The .. er of unsatisfactory ratings have been very few.
According to one top Federal official, the surprise should
not be that there were so few, but that there were any
because of the many burdensome statutory requirements to
be satisfied.

Section 4304(b) of title states:

"An employee may be rated unsatisfactory only after
a 90-day advance warning and after a reasonable
opportunity to demonstrate satisfactory performance.
A performance rating of unsatisfactory is a basis
for removal from the position in which the perfor-
mance was unsatisfactory."

Additionally, once an unsatisfactory rating has been awarded,
the employee can refer it for review to the agency's internal
review board and, if not satisfied, appeal it to an indepen-
dent statutory appeal board whose three members are designated
by the employee, the agency, and CSC.

In 1955 the Second Hoover Commission reported to the
Congress that the performance ratings were not measuring the
relative merits of employees. They criticized the elaborate
procedural safeguards surrounding an unsatisfactory perform-
ance rating. According to Federal officials at various
management leels that we interviewed, supervisors are simply
reluctant to subject themselves to the amount of paperwork
and appeals procedures involved in giving an employee an
unsatisfactory performance rating. Moreover, six of the
Federal agencies icluded in our review openly discourage
supervisors from us.ng the unsatisfactory rating in an
apparent attempt to avoid what they consider to be a costly
and time-consuming process.

As a practical matter, the extent of the safeguards pro-
vided under the law are questionable. First, Section 4303(5)
of title 5 provides that employees be kept currently advised
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of their performare. We interpret this to mean an ongoing
rather than a once-a-year process. If followed by
supervisors, employees should know without delay when their
performance falls below a satisfactory level. And with good
supervision they should be able to improve their performance
without the necessity for a 90-day advance warning etter
or other required administrative procedures.

Second, removing an employee from the Federal service
on the sole basis of one unsatisfactory performance rating
is outside an agency's purview. At issue here is not the
reassignment of an employee after all efforts have failed
to bring performance to a satisfactory level, but rather
the personnel action of last resort--dismissal from the
Federal srvice. Prior to 1960 it was generally assumed
that the unsatisfactory performance rating was a proper basis
for dismissa. action. In 1960, however, a Court of Claims
ruled in Chisholm versus U.S. (149 Ct. C1. P) that dismissal
does not automatically follow an unsatisfactory rating.
Iii the court's opinion, the provision of the Lloyd LaFollette
Act of 1912 and Veterans Preference Act of 1944 took prece-
dence over the 1950 PRA.

According to Federal officials, the court's opinion
left them open to possibly two statutory appeals before
they could discharge an unsatisfactory employee--the first
after giving the employee an unsatisfactory rating and
the second after initiating dismissal action. Since
such dual process was considered costly and time consuming,
Federal officials preferred to initiate adverse action
proceed-ngs immediately and dispense with the unsatisfactory
performance rating altogether.

CONSIDERATION FOR THE REPEAL
OF THE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
RATING REQUIREMENTS

The congressional Subcommittee's solution, proposed
more than 20 years ago, to the performance rating problems
was to recommend that the Congress liberalize the defini-
tion of outstanding performance and CSC clarify regulations
to clearly permit agencies to include additional rating
levels. While the Subcommittee also favored more emphasis
on the performance review process, it saw a continued need
for the statutory appeal procedures to adequately protect
employee rights. At the same time, however, the Subcommittee
believed that complete elimination of the performance rating
systems should be considered, an action that was proposed
in the Second Hoover Commission Report.
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The Second Hoover Commission concluded that performance
rating plans fall far short of the objectives sought by the
Congress to create a friendly and helpful relationship between
supervisor and employee. The Commission believed that a use-
ful plan must be an adjunct to good supervision and a means
for improving subordinates rather than an end in itself.
Accordingly, it recommended that the PRA procedures be re-
placed by a system under which the supervisor would report
in writing on marginal and superior employees with a view
toward recommending desired personnel actions and the
employee's appeal rights be restricted to a one-level intra-
agency appeal.

Following these two independent sets of recommendations,
CSC proposed new legislation in 1960. Again CSC tried to
eliminate performance ratings and to stress the evaluation
process for the purpose of improving employee development.
In essence, the bill attempted to focus the objective solely
on employee development rather than both employee development
and administrative uses. CSC's efforts were unsuccessful, and
CSC has made no new efforts to change the legislation even
though the administrative purpose of the performance ratings
had been weakened with the introduction of new personnel
programs which provided Federal agencies with more meaningful
ways to recognize employees' performance.

OTHER FEDERAL PROGRAMS
MORE EFFECTIVELY
RECOGNIZE EMPLOYEE MERIT

During the 1950s the Congress and CSC introduced person-
nel legislation and programs which provided Federal agencies
with the policies to select employees and the funds to recog-
nize the merits of such employees with monetary and nonmone-
tary rewards. Since the legislation and programs were not
directly linked to the performance summary rating, that pro-
vision of the PRA was weakened as a basis for personnel
action. Some of the programs are:

--The Incentive Awards Act of 1954, which recognizes
employees' efforts to improve Government operations
by rewarding them with monetary and honorary awards.
Such awards cre available for suggestions, special
achievements, or sustained superior performance
by an individual employee. The criterion for a
superior performance award is a supervisory deter-
mination that employee performance substantially
exceeds normal job requirements in one or more of
the most important job elements.
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-- The Merit Promotion Program, which requires that
all promotion selections in the competitive service
be made from among the best qualified candidates.
Although CSC regulations require that each age:.cy
consider past performance in the selection process,
primary importance is placed on how the candidate
is expected to , iction in the higher position.

The Salary Reforp of 1962, however, most severely
weakened, if not largLy negated, the law's administrative
purpose. Prior to the new compensation program, the per-
formance summary rating of "satisfactory or better" had been
the basis for granting general schedule (GS) and wage grade
employees within-grade pay increases. With the enactment of
the Salary Reform Act, the Congress eliminated this direct
linkage for general schedule employees and, instead, required
Federal agencies to make an independent "acceptable level of
competence" determination. This new rating level provides
agencies with another opportunity to recognize employee
perfornmance without formally considering any previously
assigned sisfactory or better performance rating.

In addition t the within-grade salary increase, the
Salary Reform Act of 19 also authorizes agencies to grant
an additional step increase when a GS employee's performance
substantially exceeds normal job requirements in most of
the important dutier and the performance is likely to cn-
tinue. Similar to the superior performance award, the per-
formance criterion for a quality step increase is lower han
for an outstanding performance rting, which requires out-
skanding in all aspects of the psition's job requirements.
Although CSC discusses in the FPM chapter 430) the close
relationship between the outstandi., erformance rating of
the PRA and a quality step increase, iL nly suggests,
rather than requires, that an outstanding performance
rating also carry with it a quality step increase. This
is discussed in more detaiL in chapter 5.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Performance summary ratings as required by chapter 43,
title 5, United States Code, formerly the PRA, no longer
serve a useful purpose. The ratings of outstanding, satis-
factory, or unsatisfactory have evolved into essentially a
one-level rating system with about 99 percent of all employ-
ees covered by the law receiving a satisfactory rating.
Further:
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--Court decisions have overtaken and nullified the
performance summary ratinc!s provisions of the law
as a basis for dismissal of employees who have
received unsatisfactory ratings. ·

-- To a large extent, other personnel legislation
enacted by the Congress and programs established
by CSC are more effective in recognizing and
rewarding outstanding performance than provided
for by the law.

Performance ratings may be useful in some circumstances,
but the use of a single rating as a total summary of emplovee
performance does not serve such needed purposes as

-- adequately informing employees about the quality
of their performance in specific terms or

-- providing management with sufficient information
on which to base personnel decisions necessary to
improve organizationsa effectiveness.

We also share the views or earlier reports by congres
sional and administration committees that consideration
should be given to eliminating performance summary ratings
completely.

Recommendations

We recommend that CSC request the Congress to amend
chapter 43, title 5, United States Code so as to delete legis-
lative requirements for performance summary ratings and re-
lated statutory appeals provisions. In doing so, CSC should
also propose to the Congress a new legal basis for awarding
within-grade salary increases for wage grade employees and
retention service credits under reduction-in-force situations.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND
OUR EVALUATIONS

EPA agreed that the PRA, as currently applied, no longer
serves a useful purpose and believes that our recommendations
represent a positive step toward improvement. GSA endorsed
that part of our recommendation dealing with eliminating the
legal requirements for performance summary ratings. GSA
disagreed, however, that CSC should provide a basis for
awarding employees salary increases and service credits appli-
cable in reduction-in-force situations.
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We have recommended eliminating the statutory performance
summary rating requirement and believe it would be a major
step toward removing legislative provisions no longer serving
a useful purpose. The performance summary ratings, however,
are currently the administrative basis for the above mentioned
retention and salary personnel actions. When the legal
requirements for performance summary ratings are removed, it
seems reasonable to also provide an acceptable alternative
for such personnel actions. It is in this context that our
recommendation is made to CSC..

DOT agreed with us that the PRA has outlived its useful-
ness and that more recent programs are more effective in
rewarding superior performance. DOT favored repeal of the PRA,
however, rather than just those provisions for performance
summary ratings and associated appeal procedures. DOT stated
that the retention of the remaining PRA provisions without
specific ratings would be unworkable. We disagree with the
foregoing statement because, in our opinion, DOT ignores
such sound remaining provisions of the PRA as keeping employ-
ees currently advised of their performance, strengthening
supervisor-employee relationship, using appraisals to improve
employee performance, giving fair appraisals in relation to
requirements, and making performance requirements known to
employees.

The CSC staff does not aree with the recommendation
to amend the PRA so as to delete legislative requirements
for performance summary ratings. They believe it was the
intent of the Congress that most employees would fall into
the satisfactory category. The real problem, they believe,
lies in the statutory appeals provisions of the PRA, and
they suggest that it be replaced by a grievance procedure.

Although the intent of the Congress may have been that
most employees fall into the satisfactory category, e do
not believe it intended that substantially all employees
be so categorized as has proven to be the case over the
last 25 yea-s or more. Further, the undesirability of this
situation has been pointed out by the Second Hoover Commis-
sion, the Subcomm.ttee on Federal Civil Service, and
Federal agencies.

We agree that the statutory appeals provisions of the
PRA do present problems as pointed out under our discussion on
pages 8 through 9. We therefore recommend that CSC request
the Congress to amend chapter 43, title 5, United States
Code, so as to eliminate the appeals provisions related to
performance summary ratings. CSC hould then be able to es-
tablish policies to provide fair and effective grievance
procedures within a simplified administrative framework.
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CHAPTER 3

WEAKNESSES IN FEDERAL AGENCIES'

PERFORMANCE RATING SYSTEMS

The PRA requires Federal agencies to establish one or
more performance rating systems for the purpose of employee
development--to strengthen supervisor-employee relations
and to improve employee performance. Each system should
assure that (1) performance requirements be made known to
employees, (2) performance of the employees be appraised
fairly in relation to the requirements, and (3) employees
be currently advised of their performance and promptly
notified of their performance ratings.

The systems reviewed still do not seem to be meeting
the objectives sought by the legislation even though it
has been in existence for more than 25 years. For example,
about every third employee at five of six agencies indicated
insufficient job knowledge and feedback on their performance
during a recent annual rating period. he only encouraging
responses were provided by FHLBB employees.

Agency

FHLBB GSA HEW Navy NASA SSA

Employees indicated they:

had no clear understanding
of expected job performance 14% 34% 29% 35% 34% 34%

never received a formal
supervisor-employee
counseling session 16 26 33 32 27 36

We attribute these less than desirable results to a combina-
tion of poor supervisory practices and problems with agencies'
performance evaluation systems, including inadequate perform-
ance evaluation review processes and supervisory training.
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UNIFORM FEDERAL PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION SYSTEMS

CSC approved the performance evaluation systems we
reviewed at 10 Federal agencies. 1/ The 10 systems consist
of written procedures, guidelines, and in some cases forms
for evaluating and rating employee performance. Each system's
procedure stated rating objectives, delineated supervisory
responsibilities, detailed rating and appeal procedures,
outlined the. minimum communication requirements stipulated
in regulations (including the rating of supervisors on their
efforts to further Equal Employment Opportunity objectives),
and required supervisors to implement them.

Each procedure required supervisors to evaluate
employees' overall performance and assign a performance sum-
mary rating, such as outstanding, satisfactory, or unsatis-
factory. Two agencies informed employees orally of their
rating, unless it was outstanding or unsatisfactory. The
remaining agencies used a written form to notify employees
of their performance summary rating.

In addition to the performance summary rating, seven
agencies used either a more traditional graphic rating scale
method or a more collaborative management by objectives (MBO)
and work plan method as follows.

Performance Evaluation Systems

Type of method Number

Graphic rating scale 5

Modified MBO, including work
planning and progress review
(WPPR) (note a) 2

a/NASA complemented the basic summary adjective performance
rating system with an independently administered WPPR
system. Due to its performance orientation, for the pur-
pose of this review, we viewed the two systems as one.

1/CSC, EPA, FHWA, FHLBB, FS, GSA, HEW (other than SSA),
NASA, Navy, and SSA. FHWA's plan was subordinate to the
CSC approved performance rating system of DOT. App. III
provides detailed descriptions of several of these plans.
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Graphic rating scale forms were used by FEWA, GSA, SSA,
FS, and Navy for all employees regardless of their occupation.
These forms listed anywhere from 3 to 16 performance factors
which describe work output (quality and quantity), job skills
(the ability to write), and personal attributes (adaptability).
Additionally, the orms listed factors dealing with supervi-
sory or managerial factors.

Supervisors were requested to check the appropriate
performance factor and rate it on an adjective rating scale
or some other description, such as "meets requirements."
Most forms provided a space for comments and signature
blocks for the employee, supervisor, and reviewing officials.
With the exception of outstanding and unsatisfactory per-
formance summary ratings. and in two agencies 1/ fc perf-rm-
ance factor rtinqs. supervisors were not required to support
with comments the assigned ratings.

FHLBB uses a modified MBO and key operating indicator
method (MBO/KOI). This method focuses on the work plan,
which requires supervisors and employees to set out the
employees' performance requirements or work expectations,
results expected, and assistance required in advance of the
rating period. As the employee completes the work, the
results are recorded and evaluated. The completed form
generally documents the entire evaluation process and forms
the basis for work-related decisions. The WPPR method used
by NSA is very similar. It is less formal, however, because
the documentation part is left to the discretion of individual
supervisors.

PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT
FEDERAL PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS

Forms locus on ating
instead of performance

Most of the reviewed performance systems were not pro-
viding supervisors with the forms necessary to focus the
evaluation process on the systematic documentation of em-
ployee performance. Only the FHLPB system provided a form
to document in advance employee work expectations, and
later on, employee work resiults. These forms provide a

l/Two agencies required narratives in support of any perform-
ance factor with a rating of unsatisfactory, outstanding,
or marginal.
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means for focusing on employee future work, while also
providing supervisors and employees with performance data
for use in evaluating work results and making work-related
decisions.

in contrast the traditional graphic rating scale forms
used by most agencies focused on performance factor ratings.
The limited descriptive nature of the performance factcrs and
ratings provide insufficient information about employee work
expectations and accomplishments. Although some forms
have comment sections, their use is only required to justify
an outstanding, unsatisfactory, or marginal rating.

In 1954 the congressional Subcommittee commented on the
lack of narratives describing employee accomplishments.
The Subcommittee favored including narratives n personnel
folders because the ratings were not providing the data needed
to reflect the capabilities and potential of employees. The
Subcommittee further reported tat narratives would allow
anyone to:

"* * review any employees past performance and
determine whether or not he is improving his
weak points, whether or not he should be promoted,
or if he has the qualities necessary to become a
supervisor.'

Interest in more detailed performance data was also
expressed by Federal officials. The majority favored
performance evaluation methods that would include written
narratives fcr all employees, except trade and other wage
grade employees. For trade and wage grade employees, only
7 of the 26 questioned Federal officials favored modified
MBO methods cr graphic rating scale methods with written
narratives to support performance ratings.

Systems leave supervisors with
too much discretion
in implementing procedures

The legislative mandate to establish performance
requirements and make them known to employees in advance
of a rating are fundamental steps in a process designed to
assure a air and equitable performance evaluation. So is
the requirement to keep employees currently advised of their
performance, because we believe it is difficult to see how
employees car be fairly evaluated unless they
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-- know in advance what is expected of them so as to
have a fair opporturity to meet the work expectations
and

--receive timely and periodic feedback from supervisors
on their performance so as to have a fair opportunity
to correct weaknesses or be acknowledged for quality
performance.

Failure to develop
performance requirements

Each of the 10 agencies whose systems were reviewed
required supervisors to develop performance requirements,
and most encouraged them to seek employee participation in
such processes. Only FHLBB procedures, however, required
the development of written performance requirements. The
other nine agencies' procedures were either silent on the
issue or listed the documentation of performance require-
ments only as a worthwhile option.

Six agencies specifically required supervisors to inform
employees in advance of their performance requirements. Four
others, EPA, GSA, HEW, and the Navy, did not require an
advance notification, but left it to the discretion of indi-
vidual supervisors. In those instances, there was inadequate
assurance that employees knew what was expected of them and
had a fair opportunity to meet performance requirements.

The adequacy of these procedures, which provided super-
visors with varying degrees of iscretior, was evaluated
through an employee attitude cquestionnaire at six agencies.
In five agencies, as previously noted, a significant number
of eimployee responses indicated that they had no clear
understanding of expected job performance. Similarly,
about 50 percent of the employees of these five agencies
indicated that they were either never made aware of perform-
ance requirements or not until the evaluation period had
ended. The exception wes FHLBB, in which only 14 percent
of the employees indicated a similar situation.

Supervisors generally confirmed that they had not
developed performance requirements. Twelve percent of the
190 supervisors who were personally contacted in our review
stated they had formally or informally established performance
requirements ana discussred them with their employees. Eighty-
eight percent stated they had not done so because they be-
lieved, among other reasons, that the process was unnecessary,
not required, too time consuming, or too difficult.
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The problems with performance requirements were further
evidenced by employee write-in responses to our questionnaire.
W, randomly sampled 285 of the 1,010 responses and found that
30 ercent mentioned problems dealing with performance
requirements or related aspects. For example, one employee
stated, "The performance rating system is poor due to the
lack of oh performance standards." Another said, "It is
a subjective process based on ill-defined factors, sporadi-
cally-observed, and measured against varying personal inter-
pretations of the so-called standards of performance."

Inadequacies in employee performance requirements were
also evident in our review of employee rating appeals filed
with boards chaired by CSC examiners in three regions.
During fiscal year 1976, the boards decided 51 employee
appeals involving 3 unsatisfactory and 48 satisfactory
ratings. In 23 of the 48 cases the boards' decisions cited
the lack of performance requirements or outdated position
descriptions. For instance, in one case, a board commented
that:

"It is very clear that there is a distinct misunder-
standinq regarding the extent and nature of the
appellant's assigned responsibilities. A lack of
written performance standards and a clearly unspecific
and ill-defined position description contribute to
this confusion."

In this regard a CSC Regional Director stated:

"In chairing performance rating statutory Boards
of Review, we have found that agencies are not
complying with the requirements that performance
requirements be stated (not necessarily in writing)
for each position and that employees be rated on
these requirements. Supervisors are often unable
to furnish statements on what is actually required
by the job, beyond performing the duties listed in
the position description. This leads us to believe
that performance requirements appear only when they
are needed to document an outstanding or unsatis-
factory rating * * *."

Insufficient supervisor-
employee discussions

In addition to developing sound performance requirements,
employees should know how well they are performing on the
job. Each agency system we reviewed required frequent or
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ongoing supervisor-employee discussions. Eight of the ten,
however, left the interpretation of frequent or ongoing
discussions to the discretion of individual supervisors.

SSA requires that supervisors should have at least two
discussions of work performance ;ig the evaluation period
and more if needed. The term "sheu I" tends to imply an
option rathe. than requirement. In contrast, the FHLBB plan
states that supervisors meet quarterly, when possible,
to discuss progress, problems, and possible revisions in
the work plan. Although tne term "when possible" provides
an option, FHLBB supervisors are less likely to avoid such
meetings since employees an ask for them in the interest
of maintaining the mtually developed work plan.

We asked employees in our survey about the value
and frequency of informal discussions with their super-
visors. Oer 80 percent who had held such discussions
believed chem to be valuable and helpful. Many indicated,
however, that such discussions never took place. The
following table lists the frequency of informal discussions
in the agencies included in our survey.

Informal discussions held
At least At least At least
once a every every

Aency Never year 6 months 3 months

FHLBB 25% 8% 19% 48%

GSA 46 16 9 29

HEW 54 12 t 25

NASA 43 15 15 27

Navy 57 14 8 21

SSA 43 12 17 28

This same concern over insufficient communication was
noted more than 20 years ago in the 1954 report of the Sub-
committee on Federal Civil Service. The report stated:

"Evidence given the subcommittee indicates that in
many instances employees have not been interviewed
at all by their supervisors either prior to or after
the receipt of their erformance ratings. Such
failure by supervisors to perform this duty will
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completely defeat one of the primary purposes
of any rating system--namely, to strengthen
supervisor-employee relationships."

Inadequate agency review of
assigned performance ratings

Extensive discretion is given to supervisors for employee
performance evaluation. The exceptions are outstanding and
unsatisfactory ratings, which require an independent agency
review of the supporting narratives. Most of the outstanding
ratings we analyzed were not appropriately justified, even
though they had been reviewed in the agency.

Agency systems require supervisors to prepare written
statements in support of outstanding and unsatisfactory per-
formance ratings. Additionally, in one agency, a supporting
narrative is required for each outstanding or unsatisfactory
performance factor rating. Generally, such narratives
should describe the performance requirements for each major
job responsibility, describe how the employee exceeded or
fell below each listed requirement, and state why the per-
formance was considered outstanding or unsatisfactory.

To determine the adequacy of the narratives and agency
reviews, we examined 291 performance ratings awarded GSA,
HEW, SSA, and Navy employees in our survey at 12 field loca-
tions. Narrative statements were included to support 109
performance ratings. Five of those 109 supported outstanding
performance summary ratings and 104 supported atisfactory
summary ratings with one or more outstanding individual
performance factor ratings.

The five otstanding ratings were supported with a
combination of specific performance-related and personal
remarks. Generally the supporting remarks did not specif-
ically describe te outstanding characteristics of the
performance. Nevertheless, each rating had been reviewed
and approved by a reviewing official. The support for
the other outstanding performance factor ratings (even
though reviewed by agency officials) provided little specific
indication of the performance requirements and outstanding
results.

Example one

A senior quality appraisal specialist was rated out-
standing on te element of "quantity"--the amount or volume
of work output. The rating was justified by saying that the
person:
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"Consistently produces an exceptional amourt of
work. Is always willing to accept additioinal
assignments and can be depended upon worthwhile
contribution to office management."

Example two

A contract representative was rated outstanding on
the same "quantity" factor. The justification simply
stated the person "produces a tremendous amount of work
for his stage of training."

Example three

An administrative clerk-typist was rated outstanding
in seven factors ranging from quantity and application of
time to adjustment to changes in work procedures and pres-
sure. The supervisor justified the rating by simply saying
that:

"* * * is an exceptionally-dedicated employee and
everyone in the office looks to her for support
and information pertaining to personnel, requisi-
tioning, and record keeping."

Inadequate supervisory training

Without adequate training, supervisors cannot be expected
to fulfill effectively the responsibilities for employee
performance evaluation their agencies place upon them. Many
supervisors in our review indicated they (1) had never
received training or (2) believed that such training when
received was not very helpful. Personnel officers saw the
need for mre specialized supervisory training to improve
their agency's performalne evaluations.

Agency systems stipulate the training of supervisors
in the use of performance evaluation plans and forms. Some
plans even specified training in the development of perform-
ance requirements and the conduct of counseling sessions.
According to personnel officers, however, the training was
normally provided in connection with a required 80 hours of
initial supervisory training and ranged from 4 to 24 hours
of instruction on the subject of performance evaluation,
including counseling. At he time of our review, FHLBB
and GSA were providing superv 3ors with a special training
course in connection with the recent implementation of
their new systems.
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Many personnel officers favored more specialized training
to assure more maningful evaluations. Generally, they
believe that traininq should focus more on interpersonal
relations and communication skills, such as employee-supervisor
conflict resolution and frequency of discussion sessions.
One official summarized the situation by saying that better
training is required in two critical areas--how to evaluate
performance and how to counsel employees.

Supervisory responses tc our questionnaire indicated
weaknesses in existing training programs. The followino
table shows that in four of six agencies about half of the
supervisors indicated that they had never received training
in three major elements of performance evaluation as follows:

Supervisors Indicatin2 I.ack of Training
in_or Components of Performance Evaluation

Preparing employee Using agency Counseling sub-
Agency performance appraisals rating forms ordinate employees

FHLBB 14% 13% 25%

GSA 36 33 39

HEW 60 66 62

NASA 54 70 45

Navy 47 44 49

SSA 56 56 54

Some supervisors who indicated they had received training
did not consider it very helpful. This problem was most
notable among GSA and Navy supervisors regarding the coun-
seling of employees in their performance and use of agency
rating forms and among NASA supervisors regarding the prepara-
tion of employee performance evaluations.

COMPARISON WITH PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION SYSTEMS USED
IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Most private sector systems included in our review pro-
vide supervisors with procedures, guidelines, and forms to
evaluate and, in some cases, rate subordinate performance.
Procedures state that performance evaluations are conducted
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for employee development, administrative use, or both
purposes. Invariably the procedures encourage frequent
supervisor-employee communication and require at least
one counseling session annually to discuss the employee's
performance. The private sector also requires the establish-
ment of performance requirements or work expectations and
encourages or requires employee participation in the process.

While these performance evaluation processes are some-
what similar to those noted in Federal systems, differences
do exist between the Federal and private sector. The more
notables are

-- different rather than uniform performance evaluation
methods for different major employee occupational
groups,

--evaluation procedures and forms that provide more
guidance to supervisors,

--results or achievement-oriented narratives supporting
performance ratings used in graphic rating scale
methods, and

-- required review by employees and higher levels of
management.

Uniform versus multiple
performance evaluation methods

Substantially all the Federal agencies included in our
review used the same performance evaluation method for all
employees, regardless of occupation. In contrast, about 69
percent of the private organizations included in our review
used performance evaluation methods relevant to major occu-
pational groupings within those organizations.

Different methods were gnerally established for manage-
-ent and nonmanagement or salaried and nonsalaried employee
occupational groups, as well as other groups. The methods
established by the 16 private companies were categorized as
follows:
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Performance evaluation method
MBO/WPPR Essay Graphic ratinq scale

Single method--
all employees 4 1 0

Dual method:
Manageme:,t
personnel 10 0 1

Nonmanagement
personnel
(note a) 1 2 4

a/Methods for nonexempt personnel were no: administered at
the corporate level in four of the private companies.
We therefore reviewed and categorized only seven methods.

As can be seen above, the rivate sector seemed =' favor
MBO/WPPR evaluation methods for management personnel. Accord-
ing to personnel specialists, more individualized methods
were needed for exempt rersonnel to better evaluate the non-
standardized nature of their work. or example, one personnel
director stated that higher level employees are evaluated
on such items as their ability to manage and their perform-
ance in relation to the company's financial goals. In con-
trast, lower level mployees' work tends to involve fairly
standard and quantifiable work. Consequently, achievements
from this occupational group can be evaluated in less time
and herefore with less costly evaluation methods such as
the traditional graphic rating scale.

Procedures and forms provide more
guidance to supervisory personnel

The MBO or WPPR performance evaluation systems estab-
lished by the private organizations also provided supervisors
with the procedures/guidelines and forms that focused on
employee performance. Unlike most Federal agencies, super-
visors in private organizations were provided with procedur s
and forms that required them to document any previously
established work expectations and work results achieved. In
some cases the work expectations were supposed to e developed
with employee participation and/or established in dvance
of the evaluation period to assure that employees know exactly
what is expected of them and are provided the opportunity
to meet the expectations.
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The following example demonstrates the highly structured
and visible nature of private sector procedures and forms
built around the performance-oriented MBO or WPPR methods.

A performance planning and evaluation system is one
part of the organization's appraisal and counseling program
for all employees. The objectives of this system are to
(1) insure that each employee understands what is expected
in the job and (2) provide a more objective basis for evalu-
ating individual performance.

The first step in the process is to establish written
work expectations in the form of a work plan. The orm
provides space to document the major elements of the em-
ployee's job in advance. Besides delineating the job respon-
sibilities in key words, the form provides space to write
down the peLformance factors or results to be achieved and
their relative importance. These factors or results are to
be a specific statement of the performance goals an employee
can be expected to achieve in the coming evaluation period.
In addition, the form allows for documenting subsequent
changes to the work plan or additional responsibilities
the employee may want to undertake.

Guidelines suggest that supervisors conduct performance
discussions on an "if necessary" basis. The objective of
such periodic discussion is to assure that employee work
progresses in the ight direction and problems are addressed
when they arise rather than at the end of the work plan
period.

At the end of the period, su ervisors are required to
review employee performance on each stated performance fac-
tor. The form provides space for documenting actual achieve-
ments and any significant additional achievements. The
supervisor is also provided with space to address responsibil-
ities which w e not covered under actual accomplishments
but which ha' significant positive or negative effect on
the overall rformance. Similarly, comments are requested
concerning employee job-related relationships to other company
employees.

The performance evaluation nd rating should not sur-
prise employees since the evaluation process is highly
communicative and visible. But if employees disagree, the
procedures encourage them to discuss with supervisors the
reason for disagreement. At the same time, supervisors are
required to discuss with employees their strengths and devel-
opmental needs and suggest changes to improve performance.
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The required discussion is future oriented and supposed to
take the form of constructive suggestions for next year's
work rather than criticism of last year's performance. The
form provides the space to record the results of this coun-
seling session before the document is forwarded for higher
level management review.

In addition to the basic evaluation form, management
personnel are evaluated on people management. Each manager
is evaluated on such factors as leadership/motivation and
employee development.

Narratives support
performance ratings

MBO or WPPR systems used in private organizations pro-
vide for detailed documentation of the employees' expected
and actual job-related performances. While Federal agencies
employ narratives to a limited extent, in private organiza-
tions even graphic scale systems require nrratives. Only one
private organization stated such documentation as an option
rather than a requirement.

Personnel specialists in private organizations generally
viewed the preparation of written narratives as a very impor-
tant part of the performance evaluation process. They rea-
soned that narratives required supervisors to identify em-
ployee work accomplishments in relation to all job-related
performance actors. Such a process required more thought
on the part of the supervisor than the common checkmark
on a graphic rating scale. Additionally, some viewed the
narrative as a more meaningful escription of employee per-
formance, less susceptible to misinterpretation by employees
and higher management levels and more useful as backup
data for supervisory personnel decisions.

Some private sector systems required supervisors to
prepare the narrative first and then rate employee perform-
ance, a technique different from that used by those Federal
agencies using the graphic rating scale method. According
to rivate sector personnel specialists, the cha.ge in the
sequence of events was not only considered more logical,
but was expected to result in more thoughtful and performance-
related ratings.

The following examples demonstrate the performance-
oriented nature of the grapic rating scale systems.
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Example A

This organization implemented a system for all nonmanage-
ment employees. The system required supervisors to evaluate
employee performance in relation to fellow workers on three
performance factors--quantity of work, quality of work, and
contribution to the work group's erfcrmance. In the next
step, the supervisors were required to rate each employee
on a scale of fire, ranging from low to high performance,
and to prepare a narrative supporting the assigned rating.
Procedures and forms required the supervisors to use objective
and results-oriented data to support each performance factor
rating.

In addition, employees may be evaluated on their manage-
ment poleritial. Personnel research identified six management
attributes that are important for success in a manager's
job in that organization. The supervisor is generally re-
quired to evaluate an employee only on these attributes if
the employee or management pecifically requests such an evalu-
ation.

Example B

This organization also implemented a system for all non-
management employees. Procedures require supervisors to de-
scribe in writing employee performance on several job-related
factors. Togeth3r with another staff member, employee per-
formance is evaluated against the duties of each performance
factor, recorded on the form in a narrative, and then rated
on a scale of seven ranging from poor to outstanding. The
preparation of the narrative describing employee performance
precedes the evaluation and rating process.

Supervisory review of
performance evaluations

The private organizations generally require employees to
review he prepared performance evaluation and sign the form.
Unlike many Federal systems requiring higher evel supervisory
reviews only when the performance rating is outstanding or
unsatisfactory, most of the private rganizations required a
management or higher level review of the performance evalu-
ation.

Under some systems, higher level supervisors were re-
quired to review the proposed evaluation. In other systems,
actual comments were solicited from the reviewing official
to supplement the immediate supervisor's evaluation. An
independent official in one system participates in the
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evaluation and rating process to provide guidance to the
supervisor and insure fair description of employee perform-
ance.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Performance evaluation systems should provide supervisors
and employees with clearly stated performance objectives and
practical evaluation methods and forms. Systems should help
supervisors and employees guide their efforts toward the sys-
tematic collection of performance data to make work-related
decisions. In the context of employee development objectives
sought by the Congress, such performance data should enable
supervisors to identify and improve performance weaknesses
and to move forward in developing the full potential of
employees.

Most Fedecal systems have tried to serve the above
objectives with inadequate methods. They used traditional
graphic rating scale methods that do not provide supervisors
with the format useful for systematic documentation of per-
formance data. Procedures provided minimal direction and
guidance, thereby leaving implementation of the evaluation
process almost entirely to the discretion of individual
supervisors. Since training for supervisors has also been
inadequate, the success or failure of performance evaluation
systems is largely dependent on an individual supervisor's
personal skills and inclinations.

In contrast to these Federal systems, most performance
evaluation systems examined in the private sector provided
supervisors with considerably more structure and therefore
forced them to stay within the objectives of these systems.
The private sector built its systems around different
rather than uniform methods for major occupational groups
to better accommodate the characteristics of the assigned
responsibilities. Also, similar to the FHLBB system, the
private sector favored evaluation procedures and forms that
not only provided supervisors with more guidance but also
focused the evaluation process on actual employee perform-
ance rather than rating. Coupled with more frequent super-
visory reviews, the resulting documentation of performance
data should produce more objective data that, in turn,
forms a sound and highly visible basis for supervisors
and employees to make work-related decisions.
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As a result of our examination of public and private
sector systems, we believe that the degree of detail and
coverage of performance evaluation systems should vary with
the duties and responsibilities of employees. As a minimum,
however, performance evaluation systems should make clear
to employees what will be expected of them during the rating
period and, in terms of work results, how they have performed.
In addition to providing work direction, well-designed and
well-implemented systems should provide the performance data

needed to (1) assure a basis for fair and objective perform-
,nce feedback and (2) make wor"-related decisions essential
to employee development.

Recommendations

We recommend that CSC require that Federal agencies estab-
lish and use performance procedures and methods which will
provide employees in advance with specific written statements
of work requirements commensurate with specific grades and
positions. Provision should be made to require that such
statements of work expectations are periodically updated and
compared to work results or accomplishments for the pirpose
of evaluating performance and making appropriate work-related
decisions. To avoid potential misunderstanding, work expecta-
tions and accomplishments should be documented and a knowl-
edged by both supervisor and employee.

We also recommend that CSC require Federal agencies to:

-- Provide supervisors with guidance that specifies a
minimum number of required employee-supervisor
job-related discussions during the evaluation
period.

-- Institute more substantive management revieus of
narratives or justifications submitted in support
of performance ratings to be certain that evidence
of performance indeed matches the rating.

-- Provide supervisors with adequate training on the
importance and value of performance evaluations,
to include using appropriate techniques in the eval-
uation system, conducting constructive interviews,
and developing work expectations with a view toward
employee development.

--Consider the establishment and use of different
evaluation methods for major occupational groups.
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-- Emphasize in personnel management audits the reviews
of the effectiveness of performance evaluation
systems.

AGENCY COMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION

EPA generally agreed with our recommendations and men-
tioned that many of them are contained in their revised poli-
cies on performance evaluation. DOT agreed with the concept
of the collaborative approach to performance evaluation, the
need for supervisory training, and a higher level review
process. DOT disagreed, however, with the requirement for
written performance standards and a specified number or dis-
cussions during the rating period. DOT reasoned that such
requirements would create an inordinate workload and detract
from the participative, communicative, and supportive atmos-
phere which must prevail in performance discussions. FS
commented that in theory our recommendations are reasonable
and ustified, but ignore problems with the selection and
behavior of supervisors. FS also believed that an additional
workload would be generated, along with additional paper-
work.

We fully agree that the selection of individuals for
supervisory positions is a key issue. In our review, the
issue of supervisory training surfaced more persistently
than selection of supervisors. Nevertheless, we endorse
the fact that agency management attention should be directed
toward the supervisory selection process and, as FS points
out, in placement followup and evaluation of supervisory
competence and objectivity.

It is possible that our recommendations may initially
increase workload by insistence upon formal and ocumented
performance requirements and results. As pointed out in
this chapter and demonstrated in chapter 4. however, perform-
ance evaluation systems which provide the supervisor with
more structure--written erformance requirements and specified
discussions--tend to rsult in improved eployee job knowledge
and possibly improved performance. While not the panacea
for all performance evaluation problems, we believe the
benefits of our recommendations outweigh the possibility
of increases in workload.

CSC staff commented that the PRA and FPM already require
that performance requirements be made known to all employees
at the beginning of the rating period. We agree that the PRA
and FPM require such notification. Our review indicated,
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however, that this requirement is not being adequately met.
The law and FPM leave the means for notification tc the discre-
tion of individual agencies. Our recommendations provide for
specific written statements of work requirements commensurate
with employees' specific grades and jobs.

CSC staff also questioned our recommendations because
they do not provide the means with which to address employee
performance "validity and reliability." The intent of this
report was not to provide agencies with a detailed "how-to-
do-it" manual. It is the intent of this report to establish
basic principles for effective performance evaluation systems
with the implementation left to individual agencies.
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CHAPTER 4

OPPORTUNITIES EXIST TO IMPROVE

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SSTEMS

As discussed in the previous chapter, problems plague
the effectiveness of most Federal performance evaluation
systems we reviewed. Some problems are caused by perfunctory
implementation and poor supervisory practices. Another and
perhaps more important cause seems to be management's reluc-
tance to establish more formal systems built around employee
participation or collaboration in the performance evaluation
process.

Personnel management literature and research and our own
analysis have identified the collaborative approach, with its
people and results orientation, as one promising way to im-
prove and develop employee performance. 1/ Although most
agency systems we reviewed encouraged employee participation,
we noted that only 2 of the 10 Federal agencies used evalua-
tion methods which can be identified with the collaborative
approach. The remaining eight Federal agencies used more tra-
ditional methods.

Management's reluctance toward the collaborative approach
in those agencies can be attributed partly to a basic skepti-
cism toward the real value of collaborative systems. In
discussions with directors of personnel at the headquarters
Ievcl2 we werc told that hard evidence was lacking that man-
datory employee participation, written work expectations and
results, and feedback on performance would be cost effective
as well as beneficial to employees, supervisors, and manage-
ment. Since the directors expected considerable resistance
to a perceived increase in paperwork, they had not established
formal and structured collaborative evaluation systems.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF FEDERAL
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEMS

The potential shown by the collaborative approach is
evident in our comparative analysis of four traditional and
two collaborative systems used by six Federal agencies.
Correlation analysis of the employee attitude data provides
some statistical evidence that the best results were obtained

l/See app. IV for detailed explanation and description of
literature and research.
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from FHLBB's formal and structured collaborative system
rather than the other more traditional or the informal collab-
orative systems. While employee responses indicated some
dissatisfaction with all systems, they also indicated that
job knowledge, communication, and helpfulness were markedly
better under FHLBB's formal collaborative system. Further-
more, the employee responses showed no significant differ-
ences between and within Federal agencies' major occupational
and grade groupings. Accordingly, the collaborative approach
appears promising if viewed primarily as a method to improve
and develop employee performance and to provide documented
backup data for work-related decisions.

Methods and assumptions

To determine the relative value of collaborative systems,
we compared employee responses from six agencies 1/ to ques-
tions concerning (1) the more traditional graphic rating
systems o GSA, Navy, SSA, and HEW (other than SSA) and (2)
the more collaborative systems of NASA and FHLBB. Both NASA
and FHLBB developed guidelines for the implementation of
these collaborative systems. Only PHLBB required supervisors
to participate with employees in documenting the entire proc-
ess. FHLBB's system is more formal and structured than
NASA's collaborative system. 2/

Value of a structured collaborative
performance evaluation system

Employees apparently perceived the most benefits from
the formal and structured coli~cborative system. Our compara-
tive analysis showed that the structured system apparently
helped the greatest proportion of employees to

--assess and improve their performance and

--gain a clear understanding of the performance
expected of them on the job.

Results indicated that the more successful performance
evaluation system was characterized y a high degree of partic-
ipative goal setting sessions, frequent and open communication
between employee and supervisor, and a supportive "coach"
rather than "judge" supervisory role.

1/See app. II for description of statistical methodology.

2/For detailed description see app. III.
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Better job understanding
through employee participation

Survey results indicate an especially strong relation-
ship between the employee's clear understanding of the expec-
ted job performance and the extent to which these perform-
ance expectations were jointly established. To illustrate,
FHLBB employees had a more active role in determining the
performance criteria against which they would be judged.
As can be seen from the following chart, the proportion of
FHLBB employees establishing joint job performance expec-
tations is almost twice that of the next highest agency.

PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES INDICATING
THAT THEY HAD PARTICIPATED IN ESTABLISHING EXPECTED

JOB PERFORMANCE
PERCENT
100 

90 85%

70 -

60 

44%41%
40- 33% 35%

30

20

10 

SSA HEW GSA NAVY FHLBB NASA

Correlation analysis showed that such participation
affected the level of job understanding by employees. More
FHLBB employees indicated they had a clear understanding of
expected job performance than the other agencies.
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PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES INDICATING THAT
THEY HAD A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF EXPECTED JOB PERFORMANCE
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FHLBB employees were also generally more satisfied with
their work experience than those employees at the other agen-
cies. For example, 80 percent of the employees sampled felt
satisfied with their last annual rating. The following chart
compares sampled employee satisfaction among agencies.

PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES INDICATING THAT THEY WERE
SATISFIED OR VERY SATISFIED WITH THEIR

LAST ANNUAL PERFORMANCE RATING
PERCENT
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.90 

80 80%
70 70% 71%70 -

60 59% 60%
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20,
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Job-related counseling

If employees are to iprove their performance and
understand how to perform, they need to be provided ample
opportunity to communicate with their supervisors. Such
communication can take the form of either formal or informal
job-related counseling about employee performance or the per-
formance rating itself. Our data indicates that as employee
satisfaction with formal counseling improved, the perception
of the performance rating as being helpful to both employee
and agency increased.

As an example, FHLBB's employee satisfaction with formal
counseling differed signific ntly from other employees.
Contributing to this hiqh satisfaction is the degree each
discussion pertained to job-related matters, dealt in specif-
ics, suggested ways for the employee to improve his or her
performance, and stressed the importance and use of the
latest performance rating. As a result, these employees
felt their system was helpful, especially in allowing them
to assess their strengths and weaknesses, to develop a plan
for improving performance, and to dentify training objec-
tives. The following table indicates the perceived differ-
ences in ucility of the various agency rating systems.
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Respondents
HEW

Responses to questionnaire FHLBB NASA SSA (except SSA) GSA Navy

Their last performance rating
was helpful in allowing them,
to a moderate or great extent,
to:

Assess their strengths anJ
weaknesses in performing
their job 70% 42% 56% 54% 58% 43%

Develop a plan for their
development and improement 57 31 43 41 50 39

Know what the agency
thinks about them 49 34 49 48 56 48

Know what their supervisor
thinks about them 75 S7 75 76 72 65

Know what their promotion
opportunities are 43 34 47 38 48 36

Improve their performance 56 37 44 46 52 40

Identify training objectives 46 28 35 34 36 32

Their last performance rating
allowed their agency, to a
moderate or great extent, to:

Accurately measure
their performance 68 42 61 59 60 50

Distinguish between their
and other employees'
performance 45 32 47 49 50 42

Reward their contribution
to the accomplishment of
the agency's goals 46 29 40 39 43 37

Promptly keep them advised
of their performance,
training-development needs,
etc. 45 28 35 36 40 33
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Supportive supervision

The effectiveness of a performance evaluation system can
be enhanced trough supportive supervision. For example, our
analysis of factors influencing employee satisfaction with
formal counseling shows that supervisor interest aloIg with
the degree their comments were perceived as valuable rd
fair related strongest o each employee's satisfaction.
As can be seen from the following table, employees under
collaborative systems most consistently indicated that their
supervisors seemed genuinely interested and provided valuable
and fair comments.

Responses obtained fell on a scale ranging from one to
seven. One meant the supervisor's behavior closely matched
such items as providing fair and valuable comments and ap-
pearing genuinely interested. Seven reflected the opposite
feeling. We collapsed these seven scales, creating three
more concise categories. Scale values one through three
became a "yes" category, values five through seven became a
"no" category, and value four became "undecided." Employees
who were undecided were not represented.

Seemed Provided Provided
genuinely valuable fair
interested comments comments

Agency Yes No Yes No Yes No

FHLBB
(note a) 58% 16% 61% 12% 68% 10%

NASA
(note a) 54 27 47 20 66 8

SSA 49 32 41 26 52 19
GSA 48 28 51 20 54 17
HEW 44 29 41 21 49 18
Navy 42 34 39 24 53 14

a/Collaborative systems.

Interagency and intra-agency differences

No statistically significant differences were apparent
when the six sample agencies were compared on the basis of
occupation and grade groups. Intra-agency differences, how-
ever, were noted in two agencies. A significant proportion
of GS-12 and GS-13 employees at NASA felt their plnn was not
helping them to assess strengths and weaknesses, develop a
plan for improving performance, and improve overall
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performance. Similarly the data indicated that this group
had a significantly lower understanding of what was expected
of them during the rating period.

A significant proportion of HEW personnel, excluding
SSA, in GS grades 12 and 13 and those indicating they
belongud to the management/professional occupational group
felt their performance evaluation system was not helping them
develop a plan to improve performance. The GS-12s and GS-13s
also felt they were unable to fully assess their own
strengths and weaknesses. Even though we see no statistically
significant differences in the expected level of performance,
the data indicates that both groups had the lowest proportion
of members in oth participating in goal setting and under-
standing what was expected of them.

Importance of formal management support

Cur comparative analysis disclosed differences in the
degree of perceived helpfulness of collaborative systems.
One major difference appeared to be the level of active
management support. For example, after developing the WPPR
system, NASA delegated the implementation to its various
research centers under a "soft sell" approach for adaptation
to local management styles and requirements. In March 1975
NASA administered a personnel management questionnaire to
5,600 employees. The purpose of the questionnaire was to
evaluate the effectiveness of personnel policies and prac-
tices.

Several questions concerning the performance evaluation
system showed wide variations in employee responses. For
instance, employees from one research center (RC-1) showed
better results in job understanding and ccmmunication than
employees from another research center (RC-2). This can
be seen in the percent of "yes" responses to four important
questic-s.
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Employee "yes" responses
nuestions RC-I RC-2 Difference

Your supervisor meets with you
periodically (at least once a year)
to plan and review your work. 62% 42% 20%

Your supervisor has given you a
clear understanding of your duties
and responsibilities. 58 46 12

Are you kept pretty well informed
of ow you are doing on the job? 66 50 16

Your supervisor periodically
discusses with you your career
development. 62 42 20

According to NASA officials, the differences in employee
responses are at least partly attributable to the management
support given to WPPR. If properly implemented, WPPR should
proivde employees with the type of communication necessary for
a clear understanding of performance expectations and should
explain their development opportunities. Since NASA is decen-
tralized and leaves implementation decisions to research cen-
ters, differences exist in the level of anagement support.
These differences are reflected in the level of commitment
to WPPR implementation at RC-1 and RC-2.

RC-2 officials confirmed the limited use of WPPR because
they questioned the system's value as a mechanism to improve
employee performance. WPPR was considered too abstract since
nothing tangible, such as a rating, was required from the
system, and supervisors wanted something more specific. Con-
sequently, the research center had not required supervisors
to use WPPR nor developed any supplemental forms to assist
them in the evaluation process.

The existence or nonexistence of active management sup-
port is partly seen on our own analysis. Within the NASA
sample group, we compared the RC-1 system, which has full
management support, with the RC-2 system, which has limited
support. A greater proportion of RC-1 employees viewed their
system as being more hpful and as providing a means of
better understandinq of the performance being expected. The
following table shows this comparison.
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Employee Understanding of
Expected Job Performance

Clear Unclear

RC-1 system with management support 72% 28%

RC-2 system without management support 58 42

CURRENT TRENDS
IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Acceptance in the private sector of collaborative sys-
tems appears greater than in the public sector. Some indica-
tions can be seen in the following table.

Number of users by system
Total Collaborative Traditional

Private organizations
(note a) 16 14 2

Federal agencies 10 2 8

a/Five organizations included blue-collar and clerical per-
sonnel within the collaborative systems.

The apparent higher use of collaborative performance
evaluation systems can be attributed to several basic reasons.
The private sector wants to improve employee performance in
an attempt to increase productivity. Furthermore, the pri-
vate sector believes that a reliable performance-oriented
evaluation system will provide the necessary work-related
and written information required to support personnel deci-
sions and to defend against possible discrimination charges.

Use of collaborative systems

Generally, the purpose of the 14 private organizations
using the collaborative approach was (1) to establish an
employee performance evaluation and development system that
provided for formal communications between manager and em-
ployee on job performance, accomplishments, strengths, and
developmental needs and plans and (2) to establish systems
that provided input data for personnel actions.

Seven of the 14 private organizations changed over the
last 5 years to the collaborative system. Some of the rea-
sons for this shift were related to the failure of traditional
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systems to counsel employees adequately, to show a correlation
between performance ratings and personnel actions, an to
identify potential supervisory and management personnel prop-
erly. Additionally, some employees were dissatisfied with
their limited input to participate in a personnel process
which affected their future.

Other studies in the private sector

Use of collaborative systems is also shown in a study
of private industry practices. 1/ The study reported that
26 out of 46 responding companies used collaborative systems
for their exempt employees and that 3 additional organizations
planned to change to the collaborative approach.

The Bureau of National Affairs Inc. surveyed private
organizations in 1964 and 1974. Its 1974 survey indicated
the increased use of collaborative techniques. It showed that
the achievements of goals (77 percent) and managerial skills,
such as communication and organizational proficiency (81
percent), were stressed in performance appraisal. In contrast,
the 1964 survey indicated that only about 20 percent of the
evaluation systems considered the achievement of goals.

A recent Conference Board study further substantiates
increased use of MBO collaborative systems by private organi-
zations. The Conference Board's Director of Compensation
and Labor Relations Research attributed this increased use
to the emphasis placed on improving white collar productivity.
Furthermore, organizations believe that a reliable performance
evaluation system linking pay more closely to performance
can play an important part in defense against charges of age
and sex discrimination.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Every Federal agency must periodically examine its person-
nel policies and practices to assure their continuing appro-
priateness and to take advantage of innovation. Even though it
may be one of the most difficult personnel areas, performance
evaluation is no exception to this basic approach to good
personnel management. We appreciate the concern over costs

1/Robert A. Zawacki and Robert L. Taylor, "A View of Performance
Appraisals from Organizations Using It," Personnel Journal,
June 1976.
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involved in developing and implementing new performance
evaluation systems. However, Federal agencies must look
at cost concerns in light of the potential benefits resulting
from a more productive, informed, motivated, and satisfied
work force.

Our analyses indicate that a recognizable benefit
appears possible through the collaborative system approach
to performance evaluation, offering the potential for im-
proved performance and employee development. Our data indi-
cates that, regardless of major occupational or grade
groupings, the best results were obtained from formal and
structured collaborative systems supported fully by manage-
ment at all organizational levels. Employees perceived such
collaborative systems as helpful in gaining a clear under-
standing of expected levels of performance and in assessing
and improving their actual performance. In our opinion, this
is not surprising because employees, after all, are directly
involved in the work situation and therefore should actually
have good information about their own work and performance.

Recommendations

We recommend that the Office of Management and Budget
require all Federal agencies, with the technical help of CSC
if needed, to review the principal features of the collabora-
tive performance evaluation method and

-- assess the feasibility of using the collaborative
method in their own agencies, and if feasible

--develop their own system incorporating the princi-
pal features of the collaborative method, and

--on a selective basis, begin implementing such sys-
tems and keep careful records of results in terms
of both costs and benefits.

AGENCY COMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION

HEW agreed with the basic desirability of implementing
collaborative performance evaluation systems whose primary
purpose is to maintain nd improve employee performance on the
job and to strengthen supervi3or-employee relationships. We
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believe it is important to highlight the following from
FHLBB's comments, because it reiterates important aspects
of its collaborative system:

I* * * The MBO/KOI system was designed to meet
specific Bank Board needs nd is based on top
management objectives and their commitment to
them. The foundation of the system is increased
conmunication, clarification, and understanding
of job responsibilities between supervisors and
employees. The performance evaluation aspect
focuses on the individual's performance; namely,
how well the results expected were met and areas
for improvement."

FHLBB also pointed out the need to monitor and evaluate
continually the system's effectiveness, to identify prob-
lems, and to take corrective action.

CSC staff agreed that each agency must assess for it-
self the desirability and feasibility of using the collabora-
tive approach. The CSC staff emphasized, however, that suc-
cess depends in large measure on widespread support at all
organizational levels--a concept we agree witti.
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CHAPTER 5

INSUFFICIENT CONNECTION BETWEEN PERFORMANCE

AND REWARD IN THE FEDERAL GOVER1NMENT

Previous chapters focused on ways to improve and
strengthen performance evaluation systems so as to make them
mnore meaningful to employees and supervisors. The best
performance evaluation system, however, may fail to improve
performance without adequate assurance that individual ef-
fort and accomplishment, as supported by a performance evalu-
ation, are important considerations in personnel decisions
involving monetary or nonmonetary rewards. Attitude surveys
show that many Federal employees believe that quality perform-
ance is not always fairly rewarded under the current reward
process. The linkage between performance and reward needs
strengthening in order to assure that employees who most
effectiveiy improve their performance and develop potential
are recognized and rewarded.

DIFFERING VIEWS ON LINKAGE BETWEEN
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND OTHER
PERSONNEL ACTIONS

Earlier in this report we discussed the problems associ-
ated with performance evaluations designed to serve both
employee development and administrative purposes. Some
writers contend that those two purposes are sufficiently
distinct to require different evaluation methods. Others
believe that a total separation of administrative actions
and employee development could jeopardize the effectiveness
of the performance evaluation process. They argue that
monetary and nonmonetary rewards tied t performance achieve-
ments will lend credibility to the evaluation process by
providing employees with the angible evidence that reward
is based on quality performance.

The importance of employee perception concerning the
probability of reward based on effort has also been pointed
out in a recent CSC report. 1/ According to that report, a
private study of 600 lower and middle level managers found
that highly motivated managers considered pay very important
and felt that good job performance could lead to higher pay
for them. The study concluded that

!/"Pewarding Quality Performance," Study of Federal White-
Collar Compensation by CSC, Bureau of Policies and Stand-
ards, Oct. 1975.
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"* * * to reinforce this type of attitude, a
system must allow for a significant degree of
distinction and recognition and the system
mnust be perceived by the employee as bearing
some relationship between the effort expended
and the monetary reward which will be granted."

Federal agency officials generally supported this
study's conclusions. They opposed any regulated linkage
between performance and pay, however, even though employee
attitude surveys strongly suggested the need for some link-
age to improve the total personnel system's credibility.

FEDERAL PRACTICES

Management views

Most Federal officials we surveyed at headquarters and
in the field opposed a formal linkage between performance
rating and reward programs. They were concerned over the
potential fr automatic action so common to regulated person-
nel actions. They viewed such regulated personnel actions
as a restriction on management's ability to reward quality
performance in a timely and positive manner. One personnel
director expressed the opinion that within-grade salaryincreases for GS employees are now practically automatic,
even though the congressional intent was different. Other
personnel officials shared similar views.

Federal personnel officials also questioned the feasi-
bility of designing a method that would allow for fair and
effective administration of the reward process. They also
maintained that positive reinforcement was already achieved
by rewarding performance with quality step increases, incen-
tive awards, and the merit promotion program.

Employee views

Contrary to management's view, attitude surveys disclose
that Federal employees do not believe that under current per-
sonnel systems their level of performance determines mone-
tary reward. For instance, CSC reported the results of a1974 survey administered to 8,000 Federal employees in five
agencies. Most responding employees were dissatisfied with
the fairness of their agency's performance evaluations and
the salary or incentive award decisions. Further, about 65
percent of the respondents were neutral or disagreed that
their performance would affect existing opportunities for
monetary reward.
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Similar employee perception over the fairness of their
agencies' personnel systems still exists. In our survey most
Federal employees believed that performance should be con-
sidered in personnel actions. Only about every second
employee, however, was satisfied with agency practices in
selecting employees for promotions, incentive awards, or
quality step increase. This can e seen in the following
table.

Employee Level of Satisfaction

Agency practice in
selecting employees for Satisfied Dissatisfied

Superior performance award 51% 49%
Promotions 54 46
Quality step increase 57 43

Lack of adequate connection between

performance rating and monetary reward

Twelve of the 22 field organizations included in our
review reported outstanding performance ratings for their
employees during the year we reviewed. In four organizations
each employee with an outstanding rating rceived a monetary
award. 1/ In the remaining eight organizations, a range of
20 to 93 percent of employees receiving outstanding ratings
also received monetary rewards.

While the data reflects at least some connection between
the outstanding performance rating and a monetary reward,
this is not true of within-grade salary increases for GS
employees. The introduction of the "acceptable level of
competence" determination for within-grade salary increases
in 1962 was intended to eliminate the automatic salary
increases and to serve as a positive reward for good per-
formance. No significant difference exists, however, between
the "satisfactory" and "acceptable level of competence"
ratings. Various Federal personnel management reports show
that, as with the satisfactory rating, about 98 percent of
GS employees receive within-grade salary increases, which
are perceived as a right rather than reward for meeting job
requirements.

1/Includes promotions, superior performance awards, and
quality step increases.
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PRIVATE SECTOR VIEWS

Private sector personnel specialists generally believed
that a firm connection should be established between perform-
ance and rewards. To that end, even those organizations
using the collaborative approach apparently used the perform-
ance evaluation data for salary and promotion determinations.

To reduce any negative effects from such linkage, super-
visory and employee discussions concerning salary increases
and promotions are often separated in time from discussions
regarding performance. One organization's guidelines state:

"The subject of salary frequently comes up during
appraisal discussions. This is natural, of course,
because of the intended link between pay and work
accomplished. It should be remembered, however,
that the principal purpose of the appraisal is to
discuss performance. Therefore, the manager would
do well to recognize the employees' salary concern
and arrange a separate meeting. This re-scheduling
should be handled in such a way that the employee
understands the postponement to be a way of dealing
with the issue at a more appropriate time, not
of avoiding it."

Additionally, the performance rating itself is not
always the determining factor for an administrative action.
According to private sector personnel specialists, supervis-
ors are required to consider performance data developed
through the evaluation process and use that data as backup
for the preparation of salary or promotion recommendations.
This process eliminates any automatic expectations, while
retaining desired positive reinforcement by using the employ-
ee's accomplishments as backup data.

Many companies reviewed used the merit salary budget as
the control tool. According to one personnel director, the
supervisor makes salary decisions within the allotted budget.
The decisions, in turn, are periodically reviewed against
individual performance evaluations by the personnel depart-
ment to assure that a close relationship exists between
demonstrated performance and pay. The purpose of the review
is to preserve the credibility of both personnel processes,
which are a part of the total personnel administration system.
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FEDERAL REPORTS RECOMMENDING
CONNECTION BETWEEN PERFORMANCE
DETERMINATIONS AND SALARY DECISIONS

Over the last 2 years, several reports have concluded
the Federal Government needs to connect performance achieve-
ment more closely to pay. In October 1975 we reported on the
fundamental changes needed in the Fedral white-collar pay
system (B-167266). The report pointed out many inequities
in the current pay system and the need for a more direct link
between performance and pay.

In October 1975 CSC reported on its evaluation of the
Federal compensation administration and elated practices.
The discussion paper, "Rewarding Quality Performance," ad-
dressed, among other topics, the relationship between pay
and performance. Overall, the CSC report concluded that the
Federal pay system is not sufficiently related to performance
and that a new system is needed. They suggested that modifi-
cations for handling within-grade salary increases, however,
cannot be made without concurrent changes in the performance
evaluation system to provide an improved basis for granting
salary increases. One suggestion was to increase the summary
adjective ratings from three to five performance rating
levels. Four of the five new levels would be automatically
tied to some compensation level.

In June 1975 President Ford established a Panel on
Federal Compensation and requested a comprehensive review
of the major Federal employee compensation systems. The
Panel, which was to determine any needed changes in Federal
compensation policies and practices, reported its findings
in December 1975.

In addressing the within-graJe salary increases, the
Panel concluded the need for a closer and more realistic
conne-tion between performance and pay. For a proposed new
clerical/technical employee group, the Panel recommended
that this group should continue to receive longevity increases
based on length of service. The administrative basis should
be satisfactory performance as determined by the annual per-
formance evaluation.

In its proposal for a new professional,'administrative/
managerial/executive service employee group, the Panel recom-
mended that both the size and the frequency of such employee
salary increases should be tied directly to employee perform-
ance on the jOD. The Panel further recommended that the
current automatic salary increases should be replaced with a
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merit system to assure that salary advancement is based on
demonstrated job performance. To regulate the merit increases
properly, the Panel recommended the establishment of a merit
increase budget or other control technique rather than an
automatic tie-in to a rating, such as suggested as an alter-
native in the October 1975 CSC report.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The development and implementation of effective perform-
ance evaluation systems alone is insufficient to increase
employee performance and development. Employees must also
have good reasons to believe that their efforts and acom-
plishments, as evidenced by their performance evaluation,
may lead to recognition in the form of tangible rewards. To
achieve this purpose, performance evaluation should be
linked in an indirect but yet meaningful way to personnel de-
cisions involving compensation, incentive awards, and oppor-
tunities for further advancement.

As discussed in chapter 2, the Congress has enacted
various Federal personnel legislation to provide agencies
with the mechanism and funds necessary to make such personnel
decisions. While seemingly complementary to the performance
evaluation program, neither CSC nor Federal agencies have
operationally linked these programs. Since each program is
independently administered, employee perception of the rela-
tionship between the performance evaluation and reward is
limited or even nonexistent. Accordingly, there is no
assurance that any new performance evaluation system will
be effective unless a meaningful linkage is established.

Although various Federal studies support a linkage
between performance and reward, Federal officials voiced con-
cern over the establishment of automatically generated per-
sonnel actions. Others have also cautioned against the
potentially counter-productive results of a regulated or
direct lnkage. t appears that private sector practices
seem to offer the best immediate solution by using the data
derived from the performance evaluation rather than any over-
all single performance rating to support personnel reward
actions.

Recomrrendations

We recommend that CSC:
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-- Develop a method of granting within-grade and quality
step salary increases linked to performance achieve-
ments. Such linkage should use performance data as
backup for separately prepared salary recommendations.

--Develop a similar linkage between the performance
achievements and personnel actions dealing with
incentive awards, advancement opportunities, and
other reward actions.

-- Propose legislation, as required, to establish the
recommended linkage between performance and
reward.

AGENCY COMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION

HEW agreed that ways should be sought to interrelate
pay decisions with performance and believe that this should
be done as an additional step. HEW observed that parts
of our report will be useful in considering how this can be
done while minimizing the mutual defensiveness of employees
and supervisors when discussing matters of compensation.
We agree with HEW's comments. Tne discussion preceding our
recommendations, however, describes a two-step procedure
involving the development of performance data through the
evaluation process and then using this data as backup to
support personnel recommendations. Such recommendations
would then form the administrative basis for the desired
personnel actions.

DOT acknowledged the need for improved administration
of the current programs dealing with awards and salary in-
creases, but disagreed with the need for changes in the
basic regulations requiring more specific linkage to per-
formance evaluations. The intent of our recommendations is
to improve the administration of programs dealing with awards
and salary increases. We believe that some regulatory or
legislative change is required to support improvements of the
existing performance evaluation and reward programs.

As pointed out in hapters 2 and 5, these seemingly
complementary programs are almost independently administered.
In order to achieve a linkage designed to strengthen the
evaluation process and to reinforce the employee's percep-
tion of his or her relative worth as demonstrated by the
performance evaluation, we recommended that CSC develop
new methods of granting salary, incentive awards, and
other rward actions. To the extent that the recommended
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method requires new legislation, we recommended that CSC
develop such legislation.

CSC staff agreed with the importance of developing
a linkage between performance achievement and a wide range
of personnel actions. CSC staff does not believe, however,
that the report suggests any method for developing a single
system that will successfully meet both behavioral and ad-
ministrative objectives. We must note again that it is the
intent of this report to recommend basic principles for link-
age between performance evaluation and reward, but that it
is CSC's responsibility for developing the systems necessary
to meet that objective. Nevertheless, this report does
discuss procedures, including those used in the private
sector, that CSC could draw from in order to develop the
necessary implementing procedures. Such procedures include
the two-step approach discussed above.

CSC staff believe that this report does not address the
problem of identifying marginal employees, even tough it is
a most important step in improving the performance of the
Federal work force. We believe that, without sinling out
marginal performers as a special group, their idertification
is inherent in the evaluation process recommended throughout
the report.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

HISTORY OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Efficiency rating systems were used in several forms by
Federal agencies long before the Congress enacted the Perform-
ance Rating Act o 1950. First efforts to establish an em-
ployee performance evaluation and rating system were seen
during the administration of Pr-sident Tyler (1841-45).
Other systems followed until the first uniform efficiency
rating system was implemented under President Harrison. The
efficiency rating was based on several factors, such as
attendance, application, habits, and ability. The system
applied to all civilian personnel in the classified service,
and their promotions and within-grade pay increases were
based solely on the ratings.

Over the next 30 years, the Congress and variouis Presi-
dents and Commissiors tried iffernt performance evaluation
and rating systems. Enactment of the Classification Act of
1923 overhauled the Federal pay system and the efficiency
ratings, which again tied into personnel actions (1) within-
grade salary advancement, (2) retention in grade without
advancement or reduction, (3) reduction in pay within the
grade, and (4) immediate demotion or dismissal.

The graphic rating scale, referred to in our report as
the traditional method, was added in 1924 to obtain a
quantitative measure for such ratings. It was composed
of different elements with various descriptive points in
which te supervisor checked the employee's abilities and
traits on a rating scale. These checks were reviewed by
the higher officials and later by a neutral board to pro-
duce a final rating. Since the boards could adjust ratings
to conform to predetermined pattern of distribution, super-
visors were unable to explain the rating or to work with
employees to improve their erformance and thus obtain a
better rating.

Due to its unpopularity, CSC and the Federal Personnel
Council revised the graphic rating system under the Uniform
Efficiency Rating system in 1935. The system provided for
five rati:gs of (1) excellent, (2) very good, (3) good, (4)
fair, aind (5) unsatisfactory. The new system also gave
numerical ratings to various performance factors. Adjust-
ments, however, were not permitted to reach a predetermined
pattern of distribution. The rating was used for personnel
actions involving promotion, salary increases, reassignments,
reductions in force, anO removal. Although a formal appeal
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procedure was added to the existing system that provided for
an independent review board within each agency with represen-
tation from CSC and employees rather than just agency person-
nel, the performance rating system remained essentially the
same until 1950.

This rating system was not viewed favorably by CSC,
because the performance measures were too static, too little
related to employee development, and too closely tied to
personnel actions. On March 30, 1950, CSC sent a report to
the Congress summarizing its study of the efficiency rating
system in the Federal service along with its comments on a
legislative proposal to replace the uniform efficiency
rating system with a performance rating system. The Com-
mrission recommended that the Congress enact legislation which
would:

-- Let the agencies choose whether to have a rating plan.

-- Drop the adjective summary rating.

-- Limit rating appeals to an intra-agency administrative
review.

--Prohibit personnel actions from being based solely
on the rating.

Hearings held in 1950 oy the House Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service disclosed that CSC's dissatisfac-
tions also centered on the cost associated with handling
appeals. In fiscal year 1949, for example, CSC received 1,178
appeals and handling costs amounted to $138,276. CSC was
also concerned with employee complaints involving the present
rating system, however, since it was used as a means for
demoting or discharging employees. By reducing the use of a
rating system a the sole basis for any personnel actions,
CSC believed tha primary reason for employee dissatis-
faction would be ''minated and would result in fewer appeals.

Various Federal employee organizations responded to
the legislation and disagreed with some features of CSC's
proposed revision. While they agreed that performance ratings
should not be the sole basis for personnel actions, they
maintained that employee dissatisfaction was primarily with
the variety of ratings attainable, the tendency toward per-
sonal favoritism, and the use of rating elements not ger-
mane to the job employees were hired to perform. Accordingly,
most organizations still favored mandatory rating plans that
retained the appeal system to assure employees the right to
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an independent hearing, but that reduced summary ratings from
five to three levels since the difference between the current
rating levels was unclear to employees.

After these hearings, the Committee introduced a revised
bill whose provisions more closely reflected the ideas favored
by the employee organizations. The bill still required rating
plans, but reduced the summary ratings from five to three.
The number and format of the plans, however, were lft to
individual agencies to best meet their particular require-
ments. While the proposed legislation aso stressed employee
development, the summary ratings remained the sole sis
for within-grade salary increases and extra retention credits
under reduction-in-force conditions.

The proposed legislation was enacted by the Congress as
the Performance Rating Act of 1950 (chapter 43 of title 5)
and is still the basic statute governing most Federal em-
ployee performance ratings.
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EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE AND

STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY

To assess employees' attitudes concerning their
performance evaluation systems, we administered a question-
naire (attached) to a random sample of Federal employees
from six Federal agencies. The agencies, sample size,
and return rate can be seen in the following schedule.

Employee Attitude Survey

Questionnaires Questionnaires Percent
Agency distributed returned returned

FHLBB 250 175 70
GSA 595 387 65
HEW 600 349 58
NASA 650 452 70
Navy 610 422 69
SSA 600 467 78
Unidentifi.d 8

TOTAL 3,305 2,260 68

SAMPLE SEL'CTION

Each agency was selected due to differences in the
evaluation methods or forms. For example, GSA, HEW, Navy,
and SSA were using more traditional graphic rating systems,
whereas FHLBB and NASA were usina modified versions of MBO
or WPPR methods. To minimize sampling bias, we excluded
from our sample universe FHLBB employees from the Office of
General Cncil and Office of Examinations and Supervision,
because those offices had not fully implemented the evalu-
ation ystem.

RETURN RATE.

Of the 3305 distributed questionnaires, 2,260 (68 per-
cent) were returned. Eight questionnaires could not be
identified with a specific agency and therefore were included
only t the aggregate level, but not wthin any single
agency's data. Since we attempted no ollowup distributions
or interviews, return statistics reflect a one-time-only
distribution.
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The overall agency mission, working environment, and
occupational mix differs among our sample evaluation systems.
Any potential discrepancies, however, should not substantially
negate the results of our questionnaire effort.

Occupational Mix of

Employee Attitude Sample

Management/ Technical/
Total professional clerical Trade/labor

Agency responses Total Percent Total Percent Total Percent

FHLBB 172 98 57 67 39 7 4
GSA 380 121 32 117 31 142 37
HEW 345 181 52 133 39 31 9
NASA 452 283 63 139 31 30 7
Navy 422 136 32 134 32 152 36
SSA 458 134 29 321 70 3 1

Total a/2,229 953 43 911 41 365 16

a/Thirty-one respondents failed to identify their occupational
class.

STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY

The results of the various systems analyses were percentages
or proportions of replies to a specific question. When
reported proportions differed, a statistical test known as
chi-square was applied to determine if such differences were
significant. Correlation analysis was used to analyze inter-
question associations. Such statistical techniques are
widely used for measuring such relationships.

Chi-square analysis

Chi-snuare analysis is used when available data is
categorical, as opposed to continuous. Examples of cate-
gorical data are sex, (male or female) and location (urban,
suburban, or rural). Continuous data, on the other hand,
can take any value on a scale even though the scale itself
can have lower and upper limits. Examples are weights and
heights -'f adults, aptitude test scores, or baseball players'
battiii ages.

Chi-, analysis examines differences among propor-
tions reportei for each category being considered.
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Statistical tests then determine whether discrepancies in
percentages are due solely to sampling errors or reflect
statistically significant relationships. Such tests do not
measure the degree of association; they only indicate the
likelihood that a relationship exists.

Correlation analysis

Correlation analysis provides the analyst with single
summary statistic describing the strength of association
between two selected variables. The statistic, known as
the correlation coefficient, enables the analyst to deter-
mine the degree or strength of association between two
variables.
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+Si

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
SYSTEM

EMPLOYEE
QUESTIONNAIRE

MAY 1976

SAN FRANCISCO REGIONAL OFFICE
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3he UNIT S.AT GENerAL ACcuJtNNG CFf!Cr
fEUtCNAL Crr,. 

U v 1ONuuOI lea& It" V "C( r CR

To find out how the system is working from your point

S Frft* M CUPOICA 94102

Dear ederal Employee:

The U. S. General Accounting Office is reviewing theeffectiveness of that it willemployee permpformancssie rating systems used
by Federal agencies under the provisions of the PerformanceRating Act of 1950. In order to do this, we need your help.

To find out how the system is orking from your point
of view, we are asking and selected number of employees in theFederal Government to complete the attached questionnaire.
Ple hopbe assured that your responses will be held in strict
confidence. Your responses will be combined with those ofother employees so that it will be impossible to determine
how any individual answered the questions.

Performance evaluations can play an important part in
your career progress and that of other Federal employees.
We hope that you will take the time to fill out this ques-
tionnaire and return it in the envelope provided within
5 days.

If you have any questions, please contact me on
(415) 556-6200. Thank you for your participation in this
important project.

Since,-ly yours,

H. Hansen
Project Manager

Enclosures
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Explanatory Notes

For

National Aeronautic and Spac Adminrstrstion Employees.

In answering the questionnaire you may come across unfamiliar

terms. Here are a few clarifications.

--Question 18 asked you to list the bureau or administration.

Please list your mployting organization in NASA. For

example, Headquarters, Langley Research Center et:,

--Questions 14, 21, and 22 mention the term counseling

sessions. This rm encompasses your periodic work

progress reviews and appraisal nterviews with your

supervi sat.
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ExpTanatory Noates

Fo r

FtderaT Home Loan Bank Employees

tn answering the questionnaire you may coma across unfamiliar

terms. Hare ar a few clarIftcatgunj.

-- Question 1 asked you to ltst tha bureau or admnistration.

Pleas, list your mploying offitc or divtision n the

Federal Hom Loan Bank Board. For example, the Offic

of Connunication.

-- uestion 6 asked for yur occupational classtficattan.

Plause review your key work functions and than check

the category which best describes your occupational

classification.

-Question 14, Zl and 2Z mention he term counseling

sessions. This tar encompasses any progress reviews

an apprfis&l nterviws wItr your superitsor.

Finally, 1f you have any questions for the Board, please contact

Barbara Stevens on xtansion 63415.
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SURVEY OF PERFOUWC EVALUAnox

1. Indcate wich Federal agency and which burwu Or administraton you rkt for.

A Federal agency (.. q HW)

B. Agmcy Bureau or Ainstratiton
(e.g. Social Scurity Administration)

2. What s your current work location (city and state)?

3. Iatw long have you orked for tnis agency

A. / ' 1ss than one year

3. S one year or ore

4. t pay schedule classiicatco are you undr?

A. C sral Schedule (GS)

S g' og wrd

C.. 4 Ottr (cft) _

S. 'at is your grade? _

5. What 1s your ocuat10nal classification?

A. /' alqaent, or profussional

a. / Office. clerical, and technical

C. Trade. craft. and lbor

7. Overll. how satisfied r you rght now with your work In this gewcy?

A. :/ Very satsf1ed

. 4Z Sati sfied

C. 4: Slightly satisfied

D. Z Slqfttly dissatisfied

E. Ci Ossaticsfied

F. LZ Very dissatisfied
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S. ow satisfie a you 1gfht nw with ch of t e following asopcts f your
Job? For sha job sOect lsta uncer A thru crcle tne nuier that
best fits your feelings.

Very Slightly Slightly Very
Job asoect S1t3s.11 S4tisf1d satisfied dlssatisfeld 3 altisfi-d dIsstlsfied

A. the way your sktll
and &abilities ar
used 1 2 3 4 5 6

I. The way your
ioedi teo superv sor
teau you 1 2 3 4 5 6

C. The people you work
w1th on a daily basis 1 2 3 4 5 6

O. The ktnd of wart you
art doing 1 2 3 4 5 6

t. The amnt of pay
you are recevng 1 2 3 4 5 

F. The phystcal
surroundings nd
worttng cnditions 1 2 3 4 5 6

.' The oportunty for
advancmnt 1 2 3 4 S 6

ni. The amunt of credit
you rlive for your
performence or
ccM i smentJ 1 2 3 4 5 6

I. The opport1ity to
reaiv rwards
for u1wrior
orforance 1 2 3 4 S

J. The oportnity to
do t Is uepectd
rm you on the O 1 2 3 4 5 6

K. The aunt of
resconsibl11ty you
are gven 1 2 3 4 6
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Th followinq t questions rn ntended to ndicateo w ucf you now
about pormnce valuatron systm. Pltse d not guess It the ln r

If y do not know or are not sure. marlt answr O.

9. o you know, ccording to the 1aw, ow often youa snula receive a
Jo performnc ring?

A. ~ At least onc a year

. LZ' At lest once avery 18 months

C. / At least once every 2 years

0. 0 Oon't know or not sure

10. Do you kno, according to t laM, wnat fctort should go nto our
Performnce evaluation?

A. : The ueorvisor's evaluation ot how well you et estollsni
wart standards for that Job.

S. Cl The uomrvsor's evaluation of your rmotion potential.

C. jO Both of the above are true.

O. / Oon' t kno or not suro.

11. Which o the following Is itr concerning tho riqhts of the
individual rgarding his or her ratinq?

A. ' The ndlvidu1l aust be told what the rating was.

B. / The ndividual ust be told what the rtlnq criteria s.

C. ot of the above are true.

0. Don't know or not sure.

12. Overall hP satlyf{ed wr you with your last annual
perfornce rtlng?

A. Vevy satisfied

S. /- SAtsfed

C. / SomNwht satisfied

0. I o'<_at dl:satisfted

C. / 01satisfied

F. Iert dissatisfied

4. I have not yet rrcoive a prormnnce rating

13. Old yur suervisor dscus yr last mannual prformance
ratiln wth you?

A. Lt Yes
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14. Oerall, how atsftied were you with the counslln session
coductm by your immdita supert1sor when nsne 1scussad
your lt nnal perforance ratng?

A. LZ Vry satisfied

8. L7 Satisfied

C. j/ Slightly sactsfied

0. / Slightly dssattisfled

E. 0lsuatisfied

F. L/ Vr dissatsfted

S. I d not rcev counsellnq session (Skip to quiticn IC)

15. ach of the following rprsnts scale where he end points are
oooeitas. Fr ach scale A thru 6 crcle Joe muooe Cn fe scale
which you feel bt describeS your suwr'islors behavior urinq your
lat firgl C0rSilln Snts1On.

:OAlEI: If jyu feel that your suervisor discussed ooully job nd non-
Job rlated factors. circle 4. If, hover, you feel t.hat he/sne talke
Mr aot oO related factors, you would crcle a number closer to tlar
ed of the scale (.e. a ~low ne-). Or, if you feeool tt he/she
talked more abou non-job related factors, you would crcle a nuber
closer to that amd of te scale (.e. a hiqher nufser).

rehavior Rating scale shavior

A. disCossed only discussed only non-Job
Job relate 1 2 3 4 1 A 7 rlated factors
factors (personal charactrsetic:)

A. discussed ml 2 3 4 * 6 7 dlscuisn only
secifics eneral ities

C. suggested ways did not suggest any
to improv your t 2 3 4 6 7 ways o Improvo your
perfrmnce nerformance

n. Semed lave .. Porssi0n
enuinely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tre session ,;, JS.

inter.Sd art o iit or 'iqr job

E. provtded :rviKo o lv oIr .!eSS
valuale 1 2 3 5 7 Ciments

P. cnmeU r we 3 5 6 t comefts were eCrolteCly
cmpletcl y fet unfa r

9. told - whet thoroughly exoleineA
my ret1n w what the "'t1rg
but dd not L 2 1 5 a 7 nemnt
ealain *ht
it leant

Is. Old you participate with your tudliate suoervisor n estublishing
what would be uxpctd of you on te eb ur1nq :e last stInq :erfc?

A. / rYes
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17. Nigardleas of whethr or not you particlOteid n stalishlnq wMht ws
exOected of you, mr you made a.-ra of the jefl requ: mts o
pformnce taundrds you wer going to be rated on?

4. D/ At the start or /fore the start of st rating pertod.

L. s Ater the rtng priod ad stlrtl.

C. Aftor te rating porind had gid.

0. I wa ner made aware of what t criteria was.

13. 14w ffar an understanding did you have about th kind o job
rfionuco wheh was pUOected of you durin tUe last rating

prld?

A. / ' v.ry 1ce

S. Cleur

C. ncI Unclear

0. Very umler

19. fit Is the grade of yer supervisor?

0. 1 may mple s your vvisor directly I1 chargo 'f
ad rto on prfomnc'.

21. In addition to the foral counulng ssson, how often did your
urvtii r ntorsL counsel or discuss your prforancel with you
jrng 34 Iast yr'~

A, /= About once vr mant or mro often.

8. L: Abut one every 3 mnts.

C. C/ 'D t once e very S ontt.

0. / .mt once a year.

/' f bid mt rCive my r.lruu.mli. (Skip to qton 23)

T ' %e t !.qtq stataents exos oolnim r rdfng rfoml _nastnt.
For cih staomt, ndicate the Ext.nA to which you agre or iSagrt as
it a "ies to finfomal ceusJln y recelved fw you," supevisor. (For

1 1n A Itm list"iin i% circle yur c.ice)

The nfoml counsein I Strongly Srm 1 ly
he1sved w-U- a At PDi 41 s4cre

A. V iuale 1 2 3 4

e. lItrdM t I 2 3 4

C. Sperficial 1 2 3 4

0. HelS^!f 1 2 3 4

t. Wa 1, 1 2 3 4

F rair 1 2 3 I

. Cetlly jo0 1 2 3 4
related
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3. in! 0r 1e1nl(d h lpful was your last prformance rating1 i1w?"11 , to... TVor mc itm A ru G cirloe your choice)

VMy Modartaly Slightly Not
ffb, kulpqh l holehi heloful holoful

A. Aus your stls andu
elaknose 1n prormng 
yor Job 1 2 3 

B. CavoI a lan for your
devlopmnt a luWrovamnt 1 2 3 4

C. I what te ageIcy tMnu
atymau I 2 3 4

0. Ki whit your spervisor
think abt you 1 2 3 4

t. Ka edit your prootion
oooor ites are 1 2 3 4

F. iprowe your perfom c 1 2 3 4

6. Identify training oajctives 1 2 3 4

24. In your olnion, to what extant did your last performnce ratng llow
your e0ncy to...
(For each tt listd under A thr 0 crcle your choice)

To a& o To a
grut modrate lttleo ot at

UR eaxlt Wtmt extet . 1
A. Accurately ssure yur

perfre i 2 3 4

*. Olstinuish beem your
ait othew mleo I'

rfe a 1 2 3 4

C. wrd your contwbution
to acciplisimnt of
tI rgem's gpals. 1 2 3 4

0. P tly keep you advisad
of your perolmform tinlnm
doeWeo t neat, *. t. 1 2 3 4
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25. The curmnt aooeal rocere provtdes you with access et a hooring
which lncludes a enon ftr the Cl 11 Servc Clts1@Cn. Do you
ftel tht you would receive I fair nid fmOr'al hearing of an aooeal
of our performnce rt f your .encY 1a had he final say?

A. L Yes

s. D so. I don't think y agency would bo s lair and impartial
as t Cvil Service Citssln would be.

C. M , I think the Cvii Service Comuss on has moro exper,se
to handle appeals.

0. No. ther (specifyJ

2. Over il. roW satisfit rv you with your agency's erformnce
rating sysato?

A. a Very satisfied

S. / Sat sfed

C. . .SawmMaht satisfied

0. m S what dssatsfied

F. ~/ Very d1ssat#lfied

27. n your opinion, how mportant should perfomnce rtings e in
sictIng loyes fCor recn Cf :ne"Followng personnel ctions'
(For ch perionnel ction listed under A thru I circle your Choic.)

Very Sonewit no
aoWreel4 lCtOm Olorepnt toortant iPrnt Iro portant

A. P stions 1 2 3 4

9. I.netive aa*rds for
superi oerfomrmnce 1 3 4

C. kgGeyp14 trinnin i 2 3 4

O. Cng en wortk uissgnits I Z 

E. Pertiodc tWp sialry
incmreese I1 l 2 3 4

F. ulity ste selary
tIncras 1 3 4

C. rwor deetapont 1 4

n. Otsege 1 2 3 4

I. Other (pleas list)

1 Z 3 4
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28. ftv nowr rne o rigt now with your awcys racLces f saIectngMooloym fat Moco n ollowin ptonnf ctnns? (r mcb
pwsanmal "ties llsted ondr A t I ceno your htce.)

Personnel Very Slightly S.t~iqty cry
10-112-*umsfie4 ft Sar tisfld SdtSIid d llti ~d Orsatisfio disisaisfir

A. Aotons 1 4 3 5

I. Inciative awards
for superlor
gert'mance 1 3 4 6

C. Agcy-"ad
training 23 4 5 6

. Ch:gm n work
aSiglgnou 1 23 4 5 6

C. Peodic tag
salary lncreeaa 1 2 4 5

Wulity $tg
larry Incrass I 4 1 4

1i. Car's
doeogoumt 1 2 3 4 6

M. Oischarg 1 2 3 5

'1. OAr (Please
it)

I- - 3 4 56

25. Haw iamy u'wm~er do you directly sucerviie J rate on perfaornce?

A. L/' Nan

*. i~' b r?7

. /~ = to 7

. /' a to IS

E. L' igornre
30. Nave you evc. receiveod druninq from your or san

other Federal agency In any a- t flowing areas? "ro
4tc a Ilteo unde, A tre C circl yJur cice.)

Yesu anc .t Yes, but it was
!MLo Ws: helpful 40 ~l~r ~

A. Proarluaru aye pforuence
npriuls or varlustions 1 2 3

5. Using your akqMys rating
1 2 3

=4Ia5owllg suber~nta
~pIcyee as their perovsnc 1 2 3
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31. How long hs t bn sinc you last receiveo sOc1alizeo rainftnqIn prearnq performanc aorals;ls, using the ri.nj 'orm. orounseling subordinate loyes on their Performance?

A. /' Within the last 3 years.

S. / 3 to 10 years ago.

C. Over 10 yesr-s ago.

0. !J I have nvr rceived uch training.

33. Which of the following would you prefer concerning when
you would be rthe

4. 0 All employeoos rted at the same time

S. Oi Eoloyees rated a different times of the yeardepending upon te date tey began wort1nq Intheir present Joe

C. / No prefereonce

33. you have any additional cosents oaut oerfoanc rinqs?
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
SYSTEM

QJUESTIONNAIRE

MARCH 1976

CODE 962067

SAN FRANCISCO REGIONAL OFFICE
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1. Performance evaluation can play many roles. Indicate the mportance
you feel performance evaluation should have in each of the following
processes.

Of little
or no Somewhat Very

importance imoortant Important important

A. Assessment of performance In
current position

B. ssessment of promotion
potential

C. Counseling employees on
areas for performance
improvement

0. Basis for career planning
and progress reviews

E. otivation of employees

F. Selection of employees for
training or assignments

G. Selection of employees for
incentive awards

H. Selection of employees for
salary sep increases -

a. qual'ty step

b. longe;ity step

I. Other (please list)
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Reason (s)
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2. To what extent do you feel the Performance Rating Act allows you
to establish a performance evaluation systen wich..

To a To a To a
great moderate little Not at
extent extent extent all

A. Accurately reflects the
individual's performance

8. Oistinguishes between
various levels of
perfornmane

C. Recognizes the individual's
conttributions to the
efficiency and economy
if the Federal service 

O. Promptly keeps the employee
advised of his performance _ p

E. Allows you sufficient leeway
to manage the specific
personnel requirements
of' your agency

F. ts simple to administer

G. Can be fairly and
uniformly admini stered

H. Has credibility with
mp i oyees

1. Allows you to compare the
performance of different
individuals
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Reason(s)
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3. To what extent do you feel the CSC implementing regulations allow
you to establish a performance evaluation system which..

To a To a To a
great moderate little lrot at
extent extent extent all

A. Accurately reflects the
individual's performance

8. Oistinguishes between
various levels of
performance

C. Recognizes the individual's
contributions to the
efficiency and economy
of the Federal service

0. Promptly keeps the employee
advised of his performance

E. Allows you sufficient leeway
to manage the specific
personnel requirements
of your agency _

F. Is simple to administer

G. Can be fairly and uniformly
administered

H. Has credibility with
amp 1 oyees . -_-

I. Allows you to compare the
perfornance of different
indiv:dleal s
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Reason(AL
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4. Do you believe any changes are necessary In the Performance
Rating Act? Why or why not?
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5. Do you believe any changes arq necessary in the CSC raulations to
Implement the Perfonnance Ratlng Act? Why or why not?
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6. Do you favor a rquirement, mandated by legislation or CSC rtgulation,
to formally link perlormance ratings with the following personnel
actions? Why or why not?

Yes No

A. Salary longevity step increases

8. Salary quality performance step ncreases

C. Promotions

0. Outplacerent

E. 0 4aad ssal s

F. Incentive awards

G. Selection for training

H. Other (specify)
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Reason (s)
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7. Indicate the type of perfornance eval at4on yster, you ould
prefer for each of the following employee groups.

A. Manaqemen t

B. Professionals

. Clerical Personnel

O. Technical Personnel

E. Trade and Craft Personnel

F. Semi-skilled or unskilled Personnel
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8. as your agency conrducted any fonal study of performance evaiuation
and rating systems? If answer is yes, please attach a copy of
the most recent study.

Yes

_ _ _ _ _ _ No

9. Please indicate a point of contact fr any follow-up questions
we may have.

Name-

Position

Phone
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1O. This questionrai/le is ilot all irclusive. Consequently, we would
greatly appreciate it if you wil' furnish us with any additional
thoughts you night nave, along with ideas, suggestions, and
practical excerinces daling with employee performance ratings
and other directly related personnel management matters.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF AGENCY

RATING SYSTEMS

The following performance rating systems were used by
agencies included in our employee attitude survey.

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

FHLBB has designed a management system aimed at improving
internal operations and increasing the effectiveness of its
staff and regulatory services. The collaborative MBO/KOJ
Performance Planning and Appraisal program is the most recent
addition to its management system. Although preparatory
work was started in 1972, FHLBB officials stated that the
program still requires followup and refinements before its
full value can be assessed.

The MBO/KOI system is people centered and job specific.
It is designed to bring about a greater understanding of
specific joo responsibilities, a climate for open communica-
tion, d commitment to obtain specific re::ults, and a coordi-
nation of efforts. An individual work plan is negotiated
with the supervisor, describing the employee's key opera-
tions or objectives, the results expecte,, the assistance
required to get the job done, the priorit.y of he tasks, and
the indicators that will signal to what degree the expected
results were achieved. Some variations were implemented by
FHLBB offices. Fo£ instance, the Office of Examinations and
Supervision has outlined some basic key operations, results
expected, and key operating indicators that are uniform to
certain occupation groups, such as examiners. Additional
indicators and expected results can be added on an as-
required basis.

The prpose of the work plan is to help employees plan
and docum,.nt their work responsibilities, monitor and appraise
their own fforts, hold productive and objective progress
reviews with their supervisors, perform more effectively,
identify areas where improvements are needed, and ultimately
expand their career and professional growth.

The appraisal aspect of the program provides for
evaluation and documentation of the achievements and contri-
butions made by individual employees. The system requires
supervisors to assign employees the mandatory summary adjec-
tive rating. In one office the supervisor is also required
to rate employees on several other factors pertaining to
job performance. The self-evaluation feature of the program
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allows employees the opportunity to appraise their own efforts
and have their views officially documented along with their
supervisors' views. Employees take on a greater responsibil-
ity for planning and evaluating their contribution to the
aqency's mission. Furthermore, the program provides employees
and supervisors with the format that not only documents the
achievements, but also makes visible the entire planning and
evaluation process. It thus reduces the potential for mis--
understanding between employees and supervisors in the rating
aspect of the program.

In implementing the program, management has provided
supervisors with the forms and guidelines, as well as
training. This training was not only for information and
familiarization, but also for helping overcome resistance
to change. Several steps on the training process have been
of significant importance in overcoming resistance. The
most important decision was to train the supervisor and
the employee together in their regular work units. According
to FHLBB officials, this did a great deal t remove the suspi-
cion that the system was a means ot managers to manipulate
employees. It also provided an opportunity for participants
to identify and develop skills to improve their wn behavior
in supervisor and employee roles.

An integral part of FHLBB's MBO/KOI system is a
periodic evaluation of the system's effectiveness. Since
the start of our review, HLBB has conducted such an evalu-
ation and initiated several improvements to the system.
According to FHLBB officials, with top management support
and with the help of representatives from each office,
the following changes were proposed, approved, and imple-
mented for all offices:

-- Refocus of rating category definitions so that
achievement of the results expected forms the
basis for deciding on a particular rating category.

-- Elimination of he optional "excellent" performance
rating.

--Addition of subcategories within the "satisfactory"
performance rating category to allow for recognition
of above and below satisfactory performance.

--Redesign of the umerical system.
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These improvements were used during the most recent round of
performance evaluations. Preliminary analysis indicated a
wider distribution of ratings and mora satisfaction with the
present design of the system.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

GSA uses a traditional graphic scale performance rating
system, which combines the annual performance evaluation and
rating with the "Assesssment of Abilities and TraiLs Relevant
to Promotion Potential" on the same form. The per:formance
rating section of the rating is broken down into six employee
characteristics with a general description or meaning for
each characteristic. The first four factors are to be used
for all employees and are quantity, quality, cooperativeness,
and dependability. The other two, development of subordi-
nates and affirmative action for equal employment opportunity
are for supervisors only. An example of the definition for
the employee characteristic of quantity is the mount of
satisfactory work completed by the employee or by the group
that the employee supervises.

The rating scale for the six performance factors is
comprised of five levels--inadequate, marginal, fully meets
requirements, exceeds requirements, and exceptional. After
the individual factors, there is a summary overall rating
with three levels--outstanding, satisfactory, and unsatis-
factory.

Employees are required to sign the rating form to ac-
knowledge receipt. Rating and reviewing officials are also
required to sign this rating form. Employee performance dis-
cussions are required on an ongoing basis throughout the year.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

HEW used a performance rating system which permitted
supervisors to certify on one form those employees who were
satisfactory and that they informed employees of such rating.
Outstanding and unsatisfactory ratings, however, required a
narrative which asked for a detailed listing of job tasks
and the extent to which such tasks were performed by the
employee.

Effective September 1, 1976, HEW implemented a new
rating system to be used throughout the Department by March
1, 1977. The new system has on one form an appraisal sec-
tion, which is the employee's appraisal for promotion
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purposes, and a performance rating certification section
comprised of four alternative responses--unsatisfactory,
satisfactory, recommendation for outstanding, and postponed.
Although appraisal and rating are on the same form, they
are considered separate assessments for different purposes
and performance ratings are not derived in any way from
promotion appraisals. The form requires signatures from the
employee, rater, and reviewer. A discussion of the rating is
required unless the employee declines such discussion.
Supervisors may still hold such discussions, however,
if they feel it is necessary.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NASA uses a performance rating system which does not
require a unifcrm rating form. Each NASA installation may
adopt its own form or inform employees orally of their
performance ratings. Discussions of the performance ratings
are required.

In additicn to its fficial performance rating system,
NASA has implemented a collaborative type of WPPR program
designed to improve employee performance through mutual goal
setting and increased supervisor-employee communications.
Documentation is not required of the total evaluation process.

NASA adopted the collaborative approach as a management
policy because of the changing character of research and
development in the aerospace field. Its engineers, scien-
tists, and support personnel are engaged in missions of a
rapidly changing nature. Their work is characterized by poj-
ect assignments leading toward specific acconmplishments.
Many reorganizations are occurring, and personnel are often
shifted to new work reas. The state of flux requires
increased emphasis on communication between supervisors
and employees. Based on studies NASA made of similar organ-
izations in the private sector, it decided on the WPPR
approach. Because the organization is so highly decentra-
lized, however, NASA has not placed hard and fast require-
ments on its field activities for uniform implementation
of the process. Instead, it has encouraged use of the work
planning and review approach to resolr communication prob-
lems identified through their personnel management evalua-
tion process.

The evaluation process involves separate analysis by
each supervisor and employee of the work to be done, the
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goals and objectives of the work, and the level of achievement
to be met. This planning is done in brief meetings to develop
mutual understanding of the work. The work objectives,
depending on the employee's responsibil ties, are oriented
toward daily, monthly, or other short- or long-range work
and results.

Other meetings occur as the work progresses and as new
information about the work comes to the attention of either
the supervisor or the employee. These reviews include evalu-
ation by the supervisor and the employee of accomplishments,
developmental needs, and problems encountered for which addi-
tional resources or guidance may be appropriate. The fre-
quency of the meetings will depend on the ability of the
supervisor and employee to establish effe tive communication.
These meetings can be documeited, when nec: i a
minimum amount of paperwork.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

The Navy uses a traditional graphic rating scale system
for all GS-12 and higher grade civilian personnel. The
graphic rating ystem requires use of a two-page rating form
comprised of 35 separate performance rating factors cate-
gorized by knowledge, ability, and managerial/executive
abilities. All 35 factors are rated on a scale cf fe
levels--unsatisfactory, marginally satisfactory, fully
satisfactory, hghly satisfactory, and outstanding. The
marginally satisfactory and unsatisfactory ratings require
written statements of positive actions recommended or ini-
tiated to improve these ratings. The employee, rater, and
reviewer are required to sign the form. Employee signatures
on the rating forms indicate that their performance evalua-
tion was discussed with them, not that they necessarily agree
with the assigned ratings.

The Navy does not prescribe a perfcrwliance rating form
for GS-11 arid below and wage grade employees. Navy instruc-
tions permit activities to inform employees of their satis-
fac':ory performance rating by a single employee listing.
The Navy rovides optional rating forms, however, for GS-11
and below and wage grade employees. The most popular form
is a data processing card which shows the assigned perform-
ance rating. In addition, some Navy activities have locally
developed graphic rating scale forms for different employee
groups, such as clerical personnel, GS nonsupervisors, GS
supervisors, wage grade nonsupervisors, etc.
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

SSA used graphic scale performance rating system
consisting of three rating forms, one for GS-14 and above,

one for S-7 to GS-13, and one for GS-1 to GS-6 employees.
Although each form differd in terms of the number of factors
or elements rated, the format for each employee group was
similar. All employees were rated on from 7 to 13 factors

such as quantity, quality, timeliness, oral communication,
written communication, initiative, getting along with others,

and the like. Supervisors were additionally rated on three
to six factors such as resolution of problems, moral- and

motivation, labor-management relations, equal opportunity,
etc.

The rating scale consisted of five levels--did not meet
job requirements, met but did not exceed Dasic job requi-e-

ments, consistently met and sometimes exceeded job requ.!e-
ments, consistently exceeded job requirements, and consistent-
ly exceeded job requirements to an exceptional decree. Each
of these rating levels was also assigned a numeric value so
that a total score could be averaged by the numbe; of factors
rated. Then, an overall rating was determined based on the
employee's average score compared to the established range
of values for each of the overall ratings. The overall
ratings were unsatisfactory, satisfactory, and outstanding.

All rating elements which were rated either did not meet
job requirements or consistently exceeded job requirements to
an exceptional degree were required to be supported by a
narrative statement. At least two disussions of employee
performance were required during the rating period. Al-
though employees are not required to sign the rating form,
they do receive a copy of the rating and the rater and
reviewing official must sign the form.
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COLLABORATIVE APPROACH

IN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Management has always been concerned with the task of
improving employee performance. Writings about the effective-
ness of performance evaluation techniques can be divided into
those supporting the traditional approach or those supporting
the collaborative approach. The collaborative approach
is addressed here because research indicates that certain
collaborative techniques have shown promise in achieving
increased employee job satisfaction and performance. The
potential shown by the collaborative approach is also evi-
dent in the data we collected in our employee survey.

VALUE OF EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION
IN ESTABLISHING TARGET OET-CTIVES
AND BEHAVIOR

The collaborative approach is not new in performance
evaluation. Employees cannot effectively discharge their
assigned responsibilities until performance requirements,
such as verifiable target objectives, are known. In "The
Practice of Management," 1954, Druckc-r emphasized that
objectives are needed in every area where performance and
results directly affect business. In 1957 Douglas McGregor
defined this viewpoint further by advocating the use of pre-
set objectives and a collaboratie approach that would
reflect management's willingness to treat employees as
human beings. It woulo provide employees with autonomy
and responsibility to establish their own work objectives
for specified periods and reevaluate them with the assistance
of the supervisor.

The four components of this approach are that (1) the
involvement be active rather than passive, (2) the supervisor
be placed in an advisory rather than judgmental role by
the individual, (3, the emphasis be the future rather than
the past, and (4) the performance be related to preset goals.

More recent writers address collaborative MBO and WPPR
systems in the context of problem-solving refinements or
additions to make system improvements. For instance, diffi-
culties with results-~rientec objectives center on avoiding
other major job responsibilities such as staff development.
Also, writers argue that goals, in terms of results, do not
always identify the behavioral factors that lead to success
or failure. Nevertheless, this ifcrmation is vital to
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both employees and management if the evaluation process is

truly expected to improve weaknesses and develop strengths.

Writers also reiterate that the establishment of specif-

ic and job-related performance requirements is insufficient
if achievement is outside the individual's control due to

personai or organizational restrictions. Other writers stress
that formalizing the actual evaluation process is important

and that broad acceptance and usage annot be achieved unless

formal requirements are imposed on managers. A key to suc-

cessful implementation is its; use by top management.

INDICATIONS THAT THE COLLABORATIVE
APPROACH MAY IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

Althollzg .o conclusive, research on worker job satis-

faction and produ-'vti-ty tends to support collaborative
writer viewpoints in the importance of human factors. Such
techniques ae mutual goal sztting and feedback sessions,

participative management, and supportive supervisory styles

are seen as promising in improving employee job satisfac-
tion and, in some cases, performance.

Under grants from the National Science Foundation,
researchers from New York University 1/ and Case Western

Reserve University 2/ evaluated the available policy-related

research on human resources. The objectives were to ascertain
the validity and utility of the research and to summarize
the evidence which could be applied by those interested in

developing ways to improve productivity.

New York University researchers concluded that socio-

technical systems which have the following features seem
promising in their ability to improve both worker productiv-
ity and job satisfaction.

"Financial compensation of workers must be linked

to their performance.

1/Kotzel, Yankelovich, et al., Work Productivity and Job

Satisfaction, New York University, 1975.

2/Job Satisfaction and Productivity, Cse Western Reserve

University, 1975.
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"Workers and work must be matched so as to create
a work situation which workers will see as capable
of meeting their needs and expectations, and where
they will have the capabilities and resources to
be successful.

"For workers who desire it, their work should pro-
vide opportunity for full use of their abilities,
making a meaningful contribution, having challenging
and diversified duties, and being responsible for
others.

wWorkers at all levels must have inputs to plans
and decisions affecting their jobs and working
lives.

"Adequate 'hygiene' conditions must exist, including
competent supervision, fair pay, job security, good
working conditions, and sound employee and labor
relations."

In ine with these findings, New York University re-
searchers also reported that MBO programs can satisfy some
of the above features. They reported:

"Management by Objectives (MBO) programs, which
feature an increased role for the worker in setting
goals for his or her own job, represent one approach
to increasing self-control relative to control by
others. Based on a small number of studies using
managerial and exempt employees, our review suggests
that MBO programs serve to increase those employees'
motivation to attain the goals set for their work,
and also to improve their job satisfaction (especially
regarding the evaluation system and supervisors).
Effects on actual job performance are not clear, but
there are indications that they too may be positive.
The utility of this approach with rank-and-file
workers has yet to be demonstrated."

Case Western Reserve University researchers also
reported the necessity for human involvement at the workplace
in all facets of the work as a prerequisite for the enhance-
ment of satisfaction. Performance variables such as autonomy,
supportive supervisory style, and participative management,
among ohers, pointed Lo a complex phenomenon of human
involvement at the workplace. For example, correlation
studies showed that autonomy appears to be a major organi-
zational factor related to both job satisfaction and
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productivity. According to the report, this can be seen in
the following statements which received the most support
in the analyzed research.

"Autonomy is positively related to satisfaction and
performance.

"Democratic supervisory tyle is positively related
to satisfaction, but may be either positively or
negatively related to performance.

"Organizational climate (reflecting support, open
communication and autonomy) is positively related
to satisfaction, and in most cases, to performance."

Field experiments tended to further support the impor-
tance of autonomy in achieving improved productivity.
According to the report, this involves work tasks that
are relatively all inclusive (self-completing), discretion
in selecting work methods, and the timely feedback of
results. Furthermore, articipative management syles
offered more opportunities for job satisfaction than was
the case with nonparticipatire management styles.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH EFFECTIVENESS

The potential shown by the collaborative approach is
evident in the data we collected in our employee survey.
Our questionnaire contained several. goal-setting and feed-
back questions as well as questions on the effectiveness
of the performance evaluation system. The results support
previous research in finding that performance goals which are
participatively set and communicated to the individual
earlier tend to be more effective. Support was also pro-
vided for the contention that the quality and timeliness
of feedback is positi-vely related to performance evaluation
system effectiveness.

Goal setting

Two zepects of goal setting were examined--participa-
tion and timeliness. As the data in table 1 shows, those
employees who participated with their supervisors in estab-
lishing what would be expected of them on the job, as com-
pared to those who did not participate, were significantly
more likely to indicate:
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--They had a clear understanding of the type of
performance expected of them.

-- Their last rating was helpful to their agency
and was helpful to them.

--They were satisfied with their last rating.

-- They were satisfied with their agency's prformance
evaluation system.

The data likewise shows that the earlier the employees
became aware of the job requirements and performance stand-
ards, the more likely they were to report a clear under-
standing of work expectations, a perception that the ratings
were helpful to the agency and the employees, and satisfaction
with the ratings and the performance evaluation system.

Feedback

In order for employees to improve their performance
and develop their capabilities, they must have useful and
timely information concerning how their present performance
and capabilities measure up to established standards. While
ideally such information is inherent in the rating instru-
ment itself, such documents are rarely if ever informative
enough to stand on their own. Consequently, the bulk of
the feedback burden falls upon the organization's formal
and informal feedback mechanisms. Our data dealt with three
feedback mechanisms--the formal rating session, formal coun-
seling session, and informal counseling sessions.

Formal rating sessicn

The value of a formal rating session is readily
apparent in the data displayed in table 2, column A. Those
employees who had a formal rating session were much more
likely, than those who did not, to have a clear understanding
of what was expected of them. They were also more likely
to perceive the performance rating as being helpful to their
agency and themselves as well as to display a greater level
of satisfaction with their rating and the rating system.

Formal counseling sessions

Over and above the rating session itself, formal
counseling would presumably go beyond merely relating
what the rating was, to discussion of such topics as stra-
tegies for improvement and career implications. Our
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survey found that about 30 percent of the respondents
indicated they had not received formal counseling.

Compared to those employees who did not receive a for-
mal counseling session, those who had formal counseling were
much more likely to perceive the performance evaluation
system as being effective on each of our measures of effec-
tiveness (table 2, column B).

Not only is the existence o formal counseling important,
but the quality of that counseling also has an impact upon
effectiveness. As a proxy measure of counseling session
quality, we used a question which asked respondents to indi-
cate how satisfied they were with their last ession. The
use of this item as a measure of quality is justifiable in
light of the relationship between the counseling satisfaction
item and the respondents' ratings of varioru counseling
session attributes considered indicative of effective coun-
seling, As shown in figure 1, satisfaction with the coun-
seling session is positively related to the

-- perceived job relatedness,

--specificity of comments,

-- extent to which suggestions for improvement were made,

-- extent to which the supervisor was perceived as
genuinely interested,

-- perceived value of tii' comments,

-- perceived fairness, and

--extent to which the rating was thoroughly exp3ained.

The individual's assessment of the formal counseling
session was found to be strongly related to our measures of
performance evaluation system effectiveness (table 2, column
C). Those employees who indicated they were satisfied with
the formal counseling session were much more likely than
those who were dissatisfied to

-- have a clear understanding of what kind of perfoLm-
ance was expected,

--perceive their latest rating as being helpful to
their agency and themselves, and
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-- report they were satisfied with their latest rating
and the rating system itself.

Informal counseling

Some performance evaluation systems also encourage
supervisors to provide their subordinates with additional
counseling, which is more frequent and informal than the
formal counseling session. Such counseling is conducted
in the interest of providing employees with more timely
information on heiJ performance and developmental needs.

As was the case with the other feedback mechanism,
receipt of informal counseling was positively related to
each measure of performance evaluation system effectiveness
(table 2, column D).

The relationship between the frequency of informal
counseling and system effectiveness was also examine . The
results (table 2, column E) indicate thAt the more Lze-
quently informal counseling is received, the more likely
employees were to

-- have a clear understanding of what kind of per-
formance was expected,

--perceive their performance rating as being helpful
to their agency and themselves, and

--be satisfied with their rating and the performance
evaluation system.
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Table 1

Relationship Between Goal Setting

and Effectiveness

Point in time when
employee became aware

e.rent responding . of rating crite a
in this manner ---- > Did the employee At or

who also indicated participate in before After
establishing the start During the rating
performance of the the period
expectation? rating rating had

______ K__ _ Yes_ No period period p eriod ended

A clear undees'.anding
of what kind of
performance was
expected 92 97 79 55

Their last performance
rating allowed their
agency to a moderate
or Great extent to:

Accurately measure
their performance 73 42 73 60 51

Distinguish between
their and other
employees' per-
formance 58 31 59 42 '8

Reward their contri-
butions to the
accomplishmert of
the agency's goals 54 26 53 44 27

Promptly keep then
advised of their
performance,
trai-ning develip-
nent needs, etc. 55 20 51 l8 31

Their last prformance
rating was helpful in
allowing them to a
moderate or great
extent to:

Assess their
strengths and
weaknesses in per-
forming their job 72 36 69 60 4,

Develop a plan for
their development
and improvement 62 27 58 4. 37

Know what the
agency thinks
about them 61 36 60 49 40

Know what their
supervisor
thinks about
them 84 61 84 75 63

Know what their
promotion
opportunities
ace 53 31 33 44 39

Improve their
performdnce 65 28 60 45 40

Identify training
objectives 53 19 48 3' 31

They were satisfied with
their last -ating 87 68 88 78 64

They were satisfied with
their agency's perform-
ance evaluation
system 74 48 73 62 52
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Note: figures in the table do not add to 100 percent. The
percentages are based on the number of yes or no
employee responses to a particular category divided
by the appropriate total of yes or no re'ponses. For
example, 92 percent of the respondents both partici-
pated in establishing performance expectations and
clearly understood te kind of performance expected.
Similarly, only 51 percent of those not participating
understood the kind of performance expltted.
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Tble 2

elticship Beten eedback and Effectiveness

A_ B _ __ C _ B D E

Percent responding Was latest rating Did employee Assessment of Did eployer Frequency of
in this inner--- discussed with receivt fornl formal counsel- receive informal inforwal
vo alro indicated , supervisor? counseling? _ i9g session counseling? counseling

Satis- Dissat- Every Every Every aCre a
Yes lC Yes bNo fld isfied Yes No Iro. 3 mos. 6 os. Year

' clelr under

standing of what
kird of per-
formance was
expected 76 50 75 50 8A 39 82 51 91 86 82 70

Their lart per-
formance rating
allowed their
agency, to a
moderate or great
extent, to:

Acmurately
meas :e their
performance 52 37 60 41 70 22 66 42 74 74 68 50

Distinguish
between their
and other
employees '
performance 49 29 48 30 56 19 53 32 63 55 53 43

Reward their
contributiors
to the
accarplishment
of th. agery's
q0 - 43 24 42 26 50 10 48 26 57 53 49 33

Prtmptly keep
them advised
of their per-
formance,
training
developrent
needs, etc. 41 19 40 20 49 7 47 20 60 55 47 29

Teir st [isforrn-
ancx rati53 w.i
heIpful in allow-
ing then, to a
moderate or reat
extent, to:

Assess their
strenghts and
weaknesses in
per f rning
heir job 59 32 57 36 b8 16 5 iS 75 66 48

Develc a plan
for their level-
p, sent and
inxpovlefnt 43 26 46 9 55 14 54 27 7 b0 55 34

Know what the
agency thinAs
aboat them 53 31 51 33 58 24 S4 37 63 60 53 41

Know what their
supervisor
thinks about
them 78 52 76 55 83 51 P 59 86 83 82 

Know what their
proomot ion
npportunities
are 46 27 45 28 50 24 49 31 58 55 46 37

Inr ove their
-' r n.,nze 51 26 49 30 58 14 57 29 69 65 55 39

Identify train-
irng objectives 39 19 39 22 45 9 45 19 56 50 45 31

7ey were satisfied
with heir last
rating 85 69 82 59 94 35 8 66 87 85 84 77

They were satisfied
with their agency's
performance 69 6 75 75 68 58
evaluation system 66 42 64 44 74
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DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION METHODS

Commonly used performance evaluation methods include:

Graphic rating scale
Essay or narrative evaluation
Critical incident techniques
Ranking or peer comparison evaluation
Managment by objectives
Work planning and review

GRAPHIC RATING SCALE

The oldest and mu:-t widely used rating procedure is
the graphic rating scale method. Commonly the rating scale
approach is based on a check list frm which lists various
characteristics either of performance or personality and
then provides several choices from which the rter selects
the choice most suited to describing the employee and his or
her performance. Some scales use general choices such as
outstanding, excellent, average, below average, and unaccep-
table. Others use such descriptions as meets requirements,
does not meet requirements, and exceeds requirements. In
either case, the form could show a point scale for evaluating
each characteristic numerically. The form often allows for
a total score or overall score as well.

While the format of the forms varies, the basic premise
is the same. The supervisor is to choose the description
and then assign a numerical value for each characteristic.
The total determines the overall score. The individual
characteristics provide a basis for counseling the employee,
and the to al score provides management a quantified basis
on which to make personnel decisions.

ESSAY OR NARRATIVE

Tiie essay evaluation requires the supervisor to describe
and record his or her impressions of the individual. The
comments can, if the organization desires, be grouped under
headings such as atuLe of job performance, employee charac-
teristics, and developmental needs for future.

CRITICAL INCIDENT TECHNIQUE

In an attempt to overcome the problems of vague generali-
ties and the lack of secific examples of behavior, the
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critical incident method was developed to provide supervisors
with data which could be used later in the appraisal process.
The critical incident approach is used to supplement other
systems. The approach consists of recording observations of
important employee performance and behavior on the job.
These documented observations arm then used in discussions
between the supervisor and the employee as a part of the
appraisal process. It enables the supervisor to discuss
specific performance instead of the employee's personality.

RANKING OR PEER COMPARISON APPROACH

The ranking or peer comparison approach probably most
closely simulates the ranking process of performance evalua-
tion. One approach to ranking is alternative ranking. In
alternative ranking, the rater takes the best performer and
worst performer and lists them accordingly.

WORK PLANNING AND REVIEW

The work planning and review approach, also known as
the work planning and program review, was developed by
General Electric. In contrast to the more results-oriented
MBO method, this process is a means-oriented method to
enhance human development. It is a systematic process for
communication between supervisors and employees.

The evaluation process involves analyses by supervisor
and employee of the work to be done, the goals and objectives
of the work, and the level of achievement to be met. This
planning is done in brief meetings to develop mutual under-
standing of the work. The work objectives, depending on
employee responsibilities, are oriented toward daily, month-
ly, or other short- or long-range work and results.

Meetings occur as the work progresses and as new infor-
mation about the work comes to the attention of either the
supervisor or the employee. These reviews include evaluation
by the supervisor and the employee of accomplishments,
developmental needs, and problems encountered for which
additional resources or guidance may be appropriate. The
frequency of the meetings depends on the ability of the super-
visor and employee to establish effective communication.

The process does not always involve formal ratings.
Rather, i: provides the basis for the employee and the super-
visor to informally discuss the job to be done and then agree
upon a plan and review progress. The process was designed
to take advantage of research findings and to integrate
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them with other known principles which relate to motivation
and job performance. The principles are:

-- Employees need to know what is expected of them.

-- Employees need to know how they are doing.

-- Employees need to be able to obtain assistance
when and as needed.

MANIGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES

The MBO approach has been referred to by various titles
such as programmed management and management by results.
The performance evaluation is based on employee accomplish-
ments expressed in specific terms of employee responsibili-
ties. The program judges employees on the performance
measured by specific quantity and quality targets or objec-
tives.

Generally, the evaluation consists of four basic steps:

-- Subordinates and supervisors set joint objectives
for short- and long-range accomplishments.

--Subordinates and supervisors agree on specific
criteria for measurement and specific short-range
targets.

-- Supervisors try to help subordinates accomplish
their objectives instead of merely judging their
performance.

--Sipervisors provide subordinates progress evalua-
tions several times a year commenting on successful
accomplishments and failures, while not commenting
on personal traits.
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LIST OF PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS

Name

Type of business
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Jan Francisco, California Communication

Bank of America
Corporate Headquarters
San Francisco, California Banhirg

Blue Shield of California
Corporate Headquarters
San Francisco, California Insurance

Chrysler Corporation
Corporate Headquarters
Detroit, Michigan Manufacturing

Dayton-Hudson
Corporate Headquarters
Minneapolis, Mnnesota Manufacturing

General lectric Co.
Nuclear Energy Division
San Jose, California Manufact11ir g

General Motors Corporation
Corporate Headquarters
Detroit, Michigan Manufacturing

Hewlett-Packard
Corporate Headquarters
Palo Alto, California Electronics

Honeywell Inc.
Corporate Headquarters
Minneapolis, Minnesota Electronics

International Business Machines
Development and Manufacturing
Division

San Jose, California Electronics

International Paper Company
Corporate Headquarters
New York, New York Paper
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Metropolitan Life Insurance
Corporate Headquarters
New York, New York Insurance

Sear, Roebuck & Co.
Corporate Headquarters
Chicago, Illinois Retail

Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Corporate Headquarters
Chicago, Illinois Oil and chemicals

Stanford University
Palo Alto, California Education

TRW Inc.
Systems Group
Redondo Beach, California Aerospace
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40'5k*t EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

T'~* .? 4WASHtNOTON DC. 20.50

October 12, 1977

Mr. Victor L. Lowe
Director, Gcneral Government
Division

U.F. General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Lowe:

This refers to your request for review and cogiiment on your
draft report entitled, "Federal Employee Performance Rating
Systems Neel Fundamental Changes."

The report reflects a very comprehensive and excellent study
of the performance rating system and we generally agree with
the conclusions that the present plan is not meeting the
objectives of the legislation.

As you know, the Office of Management and Budget and the
Civil Service Commission are jointly engaged in a broad
review of present Federal personnel policies to determine
improvements required to meet objectives of Federal
programs and policies and recommend appropriate process,
regulation, legislation, and organizational solutions.

I understand that your staff has contacted the task force
studying performance rating systems and that copies of your
draft report have been made available to them. I am sure
that your findings will be very helpful and the recomenda-
tions you are making will be given full consideration in
the development of improvements to enhance workforce pro-
ductivity.

We thank you for the opportunity you have afforded us to
comment on the draft report.

Sincerely,

Edward F. Preston
Assistant Director for
Federal Personnel Policy
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

OCT 1 9 1977
OFFICE OF

"1ANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Mr. Henry Becad
Director, Oxmzity d

E=mon c Development Divisioa
thiltd tates Gerra Acxomting Oftice
Washingtan, D.C. 20548

Iar Mr. Eecge:

We have reviewed your draft report entitled "Federal playee
Perfonaoe Rating Syt Need Fundammtal COanges". In general, we
are in agreaent with the findings and re:mndaios contained in the

Pq.rt. In fact, the revised EPA policy a perfotnin evaluation (Jue
1977) contains any of your reciamw uatins. hese itenIs include:

1. Written perfonrmac requirenents established
collabaratively between servisor and eployee,
periodically updated as missic requirsiunts change.

2. Perfonrn evaluatim based n work results related
directly to the established perfornmne requiremets.

3. Required eplnoye-supervisor jab related discussions
during evaluatlcn 'eriod.

4. C(parhensive syvino.y training.

We definitely agree that the Perforxnnc Rating Act as currantly
applied thrugh the Go(narent no longer serves a useful purpose. We
believe, hwerx, that te GAO reomndatins represent a positive step
towrn i ovs mnt.

We aprcitti the oportunity to coament a the report prior to its
iaanre to Ogmress.

Willia ra Jr.
Assistant inirar

for Planning and anamwent
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320 Firt Street,. N.W.

Washington. D.C 20562

Federal Home Loan Bank SystemFederal Homrne Loan Mongage Corporation
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cororation

October 17, 1977

Mr. S. D. McF£yea
Director, Field Operations Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washingten, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. McElyea:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the GAO draft report on
performance rating systems. We have no substantive criticisms of
the report as we worked closely with Project Manager Hans Hansen
at different pints during the report preparation. I would, however,
like to share some thoughts on the topic and specific comments on
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's MBO/KOI performance planning and
appraisal system.

As you are well aware, the Performance Rating Act of 1950 spells
out the musts for federal government worker performance evaluation;
however, it does not state how performance ratings are to be given.
Purposely, the Act allows for agency flexibility in designing a
rating program which meets specific needs. The MBO/KOI system was
designed to meet specific Bank Board needs and is based on top
management objectives and their commitment to them. The foundation
of the system is increased communication, clarification, and under-
standing of job responsibilities between supervisors and employees.
The performance evaluation aspect focuses on the individual's
performance; namely, how well the results expected were met and
areas for improvement. We were pleased with GAO's endorsement of
these and other similar objectives.

I also want to point out our awareness of the need to monitor and
evaluate continually the effectiveness of the MBO/KOI system. In
the past, problems were identified and corrective actions were
implemented. We need t step up our efforts in this area especially
for our Office of Examinations and Supervision. The district
operations, by their very nature and structure, have differing
needs to which an MBO-based system must be responsive.
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Page 2
Mr. McElyea
October 17, 1977

Our work is cut out for us if we are to continue our commitment
to effective performance evaluation. The new Chairman of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board has given many indications of his desire for the
Eoard to be responsive not only to the public needs but also to the
needs oi 3oard employees. We look forward to continuing our work
on MBO/KOI with the Personnel Department under Chairman McKinney's
administration and with his support.

Thank you again for allowing us to respond to the draft report.
If'I can be of further assistance o, behalf of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, please do not hesitate to contact me (232) 76-3291.

Sincerely,

J6$n M. Buckley, Jr.
DTrector
Management Systems Division
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FORCST SERVICE

P.O. Box 2417
Washington, D.C. 20013

6130

Mr. Henry ESchwe, Director
United tates General Accounting Office
(ammunity and Economic Developmer.- Division
Washington, D.C. 20548

L

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

We appreciate the opportunity to review the draft report of your
review of the Perfonnance Rating Act of 1950. Our only editorial

zomnemt with reference to Forest Service coverage in the draft
concerns the statement on page 27 which indicates that Forest
Service procedures require the development of written performance
requirerents. This statement is only partially true in that while
the Forest Service system does include 16 profile elements which
have written performance requirements they are standardized and
therefore dc not require te development of individual written
performance requirenents.

Your draft presents an excellent analysis of both the history and
deficiencies of ' onrmance Rating Act. We are not sure, how-
ever, of the ich the reccmnendations as a whole will
improve perfuvxiance , 'on in the Federal Govermnent. In
theory they are all rea .table and justifind recarmendations. In
practice they may not be very realistic for two primary reasons.

First of all these reccmmendations represent a significant increase
in both the workload and paperwork associated with performance
evaluation. In a personnel system which is aiready over burdened
with complex procehes it is doubtful that adding nmre procedures
will obtain the desi red results. Many Federal managers today
consider the current Federal Personnel Systen more an obstacle
than an aid to effective personnel nanagement. Tob change this
attitude we need to drastically reduce our procedural requirenents
not add tc them. In view of this we feel another serious alter-
native is to recxmnend the repeal of the Performance Rating Act
of 1950 entirely.

The second reason for questioning the effectiveness of the draft's
recamnendations in actual practice is that except for training
they virtually ignore the key to effective performance evaluation,
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the supervisor. As has been said so many times in so many ways
the good supervisor does not need a formal performance rating
system because he/she has a continuing communication system with
employees which includes performance expectations as well as
evaluations. The reverse is also true, the poor supervisor will
not do an effective job evaluating performance no matter what
-ystem he/she is required to apply. There are of course many
reasons for this, here are a few by way of exanple:

1. If the performance rating system is tied to the pronotion
and awards and/or rewards systems it will skew the supervisor's
judgment in favor of the employee. We have seen thousands of cases
where an employee's performance evaluation made for promotion is
higher than one made for performance evaluation only.

2. It is difficult for most supervisors to deal with enmployee
shortcomings.

3. Poor supervisors not only do not know what performance they
expect or should expect from an employee but often they do not even
know what the job is or should be.

As we have noted we feel the supervisor is the key to improved
performance evaluation. All other efforts will be fruitless if the
subject of quality of supervisors is not addressed. There are three
areas with respect to supervisors which need special emphasis.

1. Selection of supervisors - Traditionally supervisors have
been selected from the most technically competent employees in the
work force. Their potential to become effective supervisors has
largely been disregarded or considered secondary to their technical
competence. Agenciec should be required to fill supervisory positions
prinrrxily on the basis of supervisory potential and secondarily on
technical ability. More effective methods of assessing supervisory
potential also needs to be developed.

2. Training of supervisors - Supervisory training receives a
great deal of attention in the Federal Government. Its overall
effectiveness however is qestionable. The primary reason is that
many of the trainees do not have the potential to becane good super-
visors and hence no amount of tr.ining will take. If we improve
the quality of the indiv Duals we select as supervisors we will
naturally get more out of our training dollar.

3. We do very little placnement followup with respect to
supervisors. Seldom do we really evaluate the quality of our
original selection decision. Even if we do, action is rarely
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taken to remedy the situation if a mistake has been made. We need
more emphasis on the evalu-tion of newly selected supervisors to
determ4'.e the quality of that selection. If deficiencies are
noted training should be provided. If training oes not correct
these deficiencies the employee should be removed rom the
supervisory position.

Again we want to thank you for the opportunity t comment on your
draft and beg your indulgence for using this opportunity to
philosophize on perfonmarce evaluation in general.

Sincerely,

.i4 JOHN R. McGUIRE
L Chief

Enclosure
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General
Services
Administration Washington, DC 20405

October 4, 1977

Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

Thank you for the opportunity to review a draft report to Congress
on your agency's review of the Performance Rating Act of 1950 and
Federal employee performance ating systems.

We do not believe that the draft recommendations g far enough. In
a letter of April 12, 1976, from the General Services Adrinistration
Directcr of Administration to your San Francisco Regional Manager,
we expressed the view that "acceptable level of competence" determina-
tions involve distinctions that are too subtle for effective amin-
istration, and we questioned the validity of those regulations that
provide for extra seniority based on performance rtings. Therefore,
although we endorse that part of your draft recommendation which states:
"The Ci ,il Service Commission should ask Congress to amend the Perform-
ance Rating Let deleting requirements for performance summary ratings...",
we recommend deletion of tne following seintence: "In doing so, the
Commission should not overlook the need to provide a basis for awarding
employees salary increases and service credits applicable in reduction-
in-force situations." We believe that the Civil Service Commission
should be charged to review and to recommend amendments to any and all
legislation that tends to impede effective performance appraisal in the
Federal Government.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the draft report.

Sincerely,

y omon
dm Vstrator
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE 5ERETARY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20o01

OCT 20 1977

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources
Division

United States General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Aart:

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for
our comments on your draft report entitled, "Federal
Employee Performance Rating Systems Need Fundamental
Changes." The enclosed comments represent the tentative
position of the Department and are subject to reevaluation
when the final version of this report is received.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft
report before itt, publication.

Sincerely yours,

T h~maIs D. Morris
Inspector General

Enclosure
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HIEW CO.I',!. NTS ON G.-\ IRA.,\F1 REPORT,
"FEDERAL EPL3YEt PtFORMNANCE RATrING

SYSTEIS NEL) FUN \'.IEN'T AL C!\IANGES"

The detailed, compr.-nsi,, analysis of perfo rrrce rating
syste:ns appears to coyvr all aspects of the subject. The
method of provi'i :g historical persp-:ctiv- regarding evalua-
tion systems, describing current methods used by Federal
agencies, and then including corpari-ions with the private
sector enables readers to draw independent conclusions on-
cerning the effectiveness of any one systemn.

2. This Department agrees with the basic desirability of imple-
menting, collaharative systems in which the primary purpose
of performance evaluation is to maintain and improve emnplopyee
performance on the present job and strengthe supervisor -
employee relationships. We agree that ways should be sougi;
to directly interrelate pay decisions with performance but we
think this should be done as an additional step. Parts of the
GAO report (see especially p. 69) willi be useful in considering
how this can be done while minimizing the mutual defensiveness
of employees and supervisors when discussing matters of corn-
pensation.

GAO note: Deleted material suggested changes in the
final report. We have considered these
changes in this report.
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NMSA
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Washington. D.C
20546

Repl I Alttnl W

Mr. R. W. Gutmann
Director
Procurement and Systems
Acquisition Division

U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Gutmann:

We appreciate the opportunity to review GAO's draft
report entitled "Federal Employee Performance Rating
Systems Need Fundamental Changes", which was prepared
in the Federal Personnel and Compc:sation Division.

As noted in your transmittal letter, dated September 20,
1977, we discussed the earlier draft of the observations
and findings that pertain to NASA with GAO representatives.
We have no further comments to offer at this time with
regard to those findings or to other segments of the
proposed report.

Sincerely,

// ,

Kenneth R/Chapman
./ Assistant Administrator for

DOD and iInteragency Affairs
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

ASSISTANT SECITARY
FO AMINISMRATIONi

Octobe- 2, 1977

Mr. Henry Eschwege
Director
Community and Economic Development Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

We have enclosed two copies of our reply to the General

Accounting Office draft report "Federal Employee Performance

Rating Systems Need Fundamental Changes." Please let us

know if we can assist you further.

Sincerely,

Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION REPLY

TO

GAO DRAFT REPORT OF SEPTEMBER 1977

ON

FEDERAL EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE RATING SYSTEMS

NEED FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES

REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

Summar of GAO Findings and Recommendations.

The purpose of the GAO review which covered performance rating systems used
by ten selected Federal agencies was to determine whether he Performance
Rating Act of 1950 s still providing a workable legislative framework in
today's Federal personnel management environment; and, whether the systems
are effectively meeting the objectives sought by Congress. In addition, at
the request of the Manpower and Housing Subcommittee of the Committee on
Government Oerations, the report also covers a specific review of the use
of performance summary ratings in the Federal service and a comparison of
public and private sector performance systems.

Data cited in the report were collected primarily through the use of
managenent and employee questionnaires with follow-up discussions with
selected Headquarters and field officials. The GAO also reviewed literature,
research studies and information on current practices of sixteen companies
in the private sector, and reviewed the research effort conducted by the
Civil Service Commission. The report presents the following findings and
recommendations.

Findings

Summary performance ratings of Federal employees no longer serve
a useful purpose. The ratings--outstanding, satisfactory, or
uns3tisfactory--have essentially become a single rating system.
About 99 percent of all employees covered receive a satisfactory
rating; and other personnel programs are more effective in recogniz-
ing and rewarding outstanding performance.

Use of a single rating as the total summary of employee performance
does not inform employees adequately about the quality of their
performance in specific terms. or orovide management with suffi-
cient information on which to base personnel decisions. This is
due to a combination of fur,damerntal problems with the current
performance evaluation systems, the lack of supervisory training
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and eview processes.

Federal systens have tried to achieve the objectives of
performance evaluation primarily through the use of
"traditional" graphic rating scale methods that do not
provide useful performance data. Most procedures have
provided little direction and uidance leaving determina-
tion of ratings entirely to the discretion of supervisors.
Since the training of upervisors also has been inadequate,
the ratings of employees are now largely dependent onindividual supervisors' skills and inclinations. Except
for outstanding and unsatisfactory ratings, there is littlereview of the ratings.

In contrast to the public sector, most performance
evaluation systems in private enterprise provided super-
visors with considerably more guidance, forcing them
to stay within the round rules of each enterprise. Private
sector systems usually are different for separate occupational
groups rather than the same for all employees Employees
perceived such systems to be helpful in gaining a clear
understanding of their expected performance.

Performance evaluation should be linked in a meaningful wy
to personnel decisions involving compensation, incentive
awards, and opportunities for advancement. While seemingly
complementary to the performance evaluation program, neither
the Civil Service Commission nor Federal agencies have
directly linked these programs. Since each program is
administered independently, employees' perception of the
relationship between the performance rating and reward is
limited or does not exist.

Recommendations

The Chairman of the Civil Service Commission should request
the Congress to amend the Performance Rating Act of 1950
to delete all statutory requirements for performance
summary ratings of Federal emoloyees and to permit agencies
the option to use performance summary ratings within their
systems for their own purposes. In doing so, the Commission
should provide a basis for awarding within-grade salary
increases for wage grade employees and retention service
credit under reduction-in-force situations.
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The Chairman and the heads of Federal agencies should improve
their performance rating systems by making more use of the
collaborative approach; i.e. -- establishing systems which are
built around employee participation, development of prese t
work requirements, and review of work achievements in the
performance vaiuation process. Such rating systems should:

Require specific written performance standards

Specify a minimum number of required employee-supervisor
job-related discussions during the evaluation period

Require subst3ntitive management reviews of narratives
and/or justifications submitted in support of performance
ratings to assure that the performance indeed matches
the rating

Provide supervisors with adequate training on the evalua-
tion systems and appropriate techniques

Consider the establishment and use of different evaluation
methods for major occupational groups

Require that agencies n e selective basis, begin implement-
ing collatorative systems and keep careful records of
results in terms or costs dand benefits

Require the Civil Service Commission to:

Develop a method of granting within-grade and quality
step salary increases linked to performance achievements

Develop a similar linkage between the performance achieve-
ments and personnel actions dealing with incentive awards,
actions

Propose legislation, as required to establish the recommended
linkage between performance and reward

Position Statement

We agree that the Performance Rating Act of 1950 has outlived its usefulness
and that more recent programs are more effective in rewarding superior
performance. It is not clear from the report, however, whether GAO is
recommending repeal of the Performance Rating Act in its entirety or simply
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the deletion of the requirement for summary ratings. We favor repeal of the
Act. To retain other provisions, including appeal procedures, without
specific ratings would be unworkable.

We agree with the concept of the collaborative approach to performance
evaluation, the need for additional supervisory training and a higher level
review of certain ratings. However, we disagree with the requirements for
written performance standards, a specified number of discussions during the
rating period, and the linking of specific personrel actions to performance
ratings. Our experience with rating systems requiring written performance
standards and a specified number of discussions has been that effective
supervisors do as well without these requirements as they do with them. For
others, the process often degenerates into an adversary situation resulting
in grievances and appeals--whether because of poorly written or antiquated
standards, the inability to communicate and agree upon them, or the super-
visor's failure to comply with the requirements. For all supervisors, the
requirements create an inordinate workload and detract from the participative,
communicative and supportive atmosphere which must prevail in performance
discussions. The report does not demonstrate that, with proper supervisory
training, written performance standards materially imorove the process
eithe- in the Federal sector or private sector. The discussion on pivate
sector practices did not indicate thdt written performance standards are
'equired. We believe that the key lies in supervisory training rather than
an attempt to egislate good management practices.

The report appears to be internally inconsistent on the suDject of linking
personnel actions to performance ratings. First, there is the conclusion
that other programs such as incentive awards and quality step increases are
more effective in rewarding employees than the Performance Rating Act.
With the exception of the few examples citing inadequate documentation of
performance awards, there is little discussion f the programs; yet, thare
seems to be the recommendation that we institute programs which we already
have. We agree that there needs to be adequate justification for, and a
higher level review of, award recommendations. We also agree that the
"acceptable level of competence" determinations result in an automatic
granting f within-grade increases. However, the report does not speak to
the reason which, in our opinion, stems from the elaborate review and appeal
processes required by the Civil Service Commission.. Supervisors are
reluctant to submit themselves to such procedures. We suggest that te
report recommend abolishment of the CSC appeal process and require only
a review within the agency.

There is considerable discussion on the inadequacies of the "graphic rating
scale" as it is sed in the performance evaluation process, but no mention
of its relationship to the merit promotion program. The Commission requires
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a comparison of employees' relative skills, knowledges and abilities in the
promotion ranking process. The graphic scale lends itself to such a
comparison while narrative-type ratings generally d not. The report does
not acknowledge that promotions, as well as performance awards, are
related to job performance.

Appendix I of the report covering the history of performance evaluation in
the Federal service states that the system in effect prior to 1950--which
required that ratings be used for personnel actions involving promotion,
salary increases, reassiqnments, reduction-in-force and removal--was totally
unacceptable by the Commission, and the Congress concurred. It does not'
seem reasonable, therefore, to revert to such a system, as the GAO is
recommending. In sumnmary, we believe there needs to be better administration
of our current incentive awards and quality step increase provisions, but
we do not agree that changes in the basic regulations requiring more specific
linkage to performance evaluation are desirable.

V J. fu s
Actin- Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Administration
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UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION I. PnLE r To

"czi ,,,,,,~".... ?..?WASHINGTON, D.C. 20415

OCT 2 1 1977ants

.Mi. H. L. Krieger
Director, Federal Personnel and
Compensation Division

United States General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Krieger:

Chairman Campbell has asked me to respond to your request for comments
on the GAO draft report "Federal Employee Performance Rating Systems
Need Fundamental Changes." Mr. Campbell's leading role on the Federal
Personnel Management Project, which as you know is currently studying
performance evaluation among other areas, prompts his wish not to take
a position on this topic before the final results of the study are
available. Accordingly, the comments contained in this letter repre-
sent staff comments on the draft report rather than an institutional
positicn. We are glad of the opportunity to comment on the draft report
and recognize that much time and attention was given to the conduct of
the review and the compilation of the report.

As the draft correctly indicates, many conditions have changed since
the Performance Rating Act was passed in 1950. Pay increases are no
longer tied to the performance rating for positions under the General
Schedule. The courts have ruled that an adverse action, including
removal and reduction in grade, rank, or pay cannot be taken olely
on the basis on an Unsatisfactory rating if an employee is covered by
adverse action procedures. The Incentive Awards Act has provided a
greater range of alternatives for rewarding superior performance.
Lastly and perhaps most importantly, there are additional uses for
performance assessment information which the summary adjective per-
formance ratings were not designee to accommodate, e.g. promotion,
upward mobility, training needs asessments, improved ways of assigning
work, tracking work progress, and improving the quality of work life.
All of these factors have altered the ways in which the summary adjec-
tive performance rating had been intended to be used and pointed up
the need for new management techniques.

Overall, the report confirms the problems in meeting behavioral
objectives and administrative needs that have been identified over
time with performance evaluation in the private and public sectors,
problem areas of which the ommission, agency management, and employees

THE MERIT SYSTEM-A GOOD INVESTMENT IN GOOD GOVERNMENT
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are well aware. However, the report does not fulfill its potential

for usefulness because it fails to suggest a solution which encompasses

behavioral and administrative needs.

Our comments follow below in the order in which recommendations ar'

presented in the draft.

1. Summary ratings should be deleted and the CSC should establish

procedures for determining granting of within-grade increases for wage

grade employees and retention in reduction in force.

-- The report praises highly the collaborative systems in use
at NASA and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB). It com-

pletely ignores the fact that both systems were developed ind

operate within the framework of the Performance Rating Act,

including summary ratiags. The Act does not provide specific

appraisal methods, but is compatible with them and encourages

agencies to develop and use them. Although the summary ratings

themselves are not usefal in obtaining behavioral objectives,

they do provide a means of meeting administrative needs such

as: within-grade pay increases for prevailing rate employees,

retention in the position and the service, retention preference

in reduction in force, and appeal rights for those not covered

by other procedures. Therefore, the most obvious recommendation,

one not given in the report, for meeting behavioral and adminis-

trative objectives is to kee: the basic framwork, i.e. the

Performance Rating Act, rather than develop new procedures to

accomplish the same things, and to add to it the specific behav-

ioral methods needed, as did NASA and FHLBB.

-- We cannot agree that the solution to the fact that 99%

of employees are rated satisfactory is to do away with the

summary ratings. After all, it was the intent of Congress that

most employees would fall in the Satisfactory category, as
evidenced by the deliberate selection of an extremely high

criterion for an Outstanding rating and the combining of the

three middle rating categories.

-- We submit that the problem with the Act is its appeal provi-

sions. Employees covered by adverse action procedures whose

unacceptable performance results in an Unsatisfactory rating

and an adverse action, have two separate appeal rights which
can esult in conflicting decisions. Eliminating the dual

appeal rights would make the entire procedure more efficient.

There is also the inconsistency of using the rout) of impartial

review or appeal to a Statutory Board to complain about the

summary adjective rating, but using grievance procedures for

individual rating factors, supervisor's comments etc As an
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improvement, we suggest that the summary rating as well as the
other aspects be grievable, and provision be made that in the
situation wherein an Unsatisfatory rating results in an adverse
action, the individual could question the merits of the Unsatis-
factory rating in the adverse action appeal.

2. CSC require that agencies provide employees in advance with specific
written statements of work requirements commensurate with specific grades
and positions, that these be periodically updated and compared to work
results for the purpose of evaluating performance and making appropriate
work related decisions. Additionally, agencies should institute more
substantive management review of justifications in support of performance
ratings to be certain that evidence of performance indeed matches the
rating.

-- The Performance Rating Act provide3 that performance require-
ments be made known to all employees and the recent revision of
FPM chapter 430 stipulates that it be done at the beginning of
the rating period. The "Guide for Improving Petr 'imance Evaluation"
in Appendix A of FPM chapter 430 offers guidance n developing
performance standards and appraising employees a ainst them. The
Act also stipulates that performance of the emp] yee be fairly
appraised in relation to he requirements. It n't the lack of
a requirement for them that is the problem with erformance require-
ments and standards; the law presently requires Them. The problem
is that it takes time, effort and good procedures to do it ell.
For jobs predominantly involvirg qualitative duties such as analy-
sis, decision-making, research and management, the results may
not be ompetely satisfactory regardless of the time and effort
spent. Likewise, everyone agrees that employes should be fairly
appraised in relation to the requirements. The problem is how
to do it validly and reliably. Here again, the draft report does
not address the basic problem.

-- The recommendation to "review justifications in support of
performance ratings to be certain that evidence of performance
indeed matches the rating" is inconsistent with the report's
earlier recommendation to delete summary performance ratings.

3. Recommend agencies assess feasibility of using ollaborative method,
develop such systems and implement on a selective basis.

-- Agencies, at present, can implement collaborative systems under
Part 430 procedures. Guidarce in doing this is provided in FPM
chapter 430. Statutory change is not required to permit use of
such procedures. We agree that each agency must assess for itself
the desirability and feasibility of using the collaboracive approach.
It may be more useful for some agencies and certain positions than
for others.
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-- There is another possible interpretation of certain data
illustrated in this section. The report points out that 85%
of FHLBB employees participated in establishing expected job
performance, 86% understood these expectations clearly, and
80% were satisfied with their annual rating. This was the
highest percentage rate of all the agencies surveyed and is
used to support the conclusion that the collaborative method
is best. What w found interesting, however, are the statistics
of the other agencies using the graphic rating sale method.
For example, in HEW only 38% of employees particapated in
setting job requirements, but fully 71% understood what was
expected of them, and 70% were satisfied with ttieir ratings.
The other agency statistics are similar. Accordingly we could
conclude from this data the following:

o 15% of employees are unlikely to understand job require-
ments for whatever reasons (to difference between 100% and
FHLBB's 85%).

o from 1/3 to 2'5 of employees will have supervisors whc will
collaborate with employees in setting job expectations even
if not required by the ag ncy and the employees will nder-
stand job expectations.

o another 1/3 of employees will understand job expectations
without participation in setting same.

The data interpretation above is not intended to minimize the
usefulness and value of the collaborative method. It is pre-
sented to 1) point up the fact that the data are not as clear-cut
as the reconmmendations to agencies imply and 2) illustrate that
this method is not a panacea for all performance evaluation ills.
With this, as with other methods, success depends in large measure
on widespread support at all organizational levels. This point
needs to be stressed in the conclusions and recommendations of
chapter 4 in order to avoid the impression that collaborative
methods are a "cure-all".

4. Reco.mend that the CSC develop a linkage between performance achieve-
ments and administative actions dealing with within-grade increases,
incentive awards, promotion, and retention in RIF.

-- This, of course, is the heart of the problem. Valid, reliable
linkage requires quantifying and measuring performance data to
determine who deserves greater pay, promotion, awards, or reten-
tion. The report does not suggest any method rcr doing this.
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-- Basically, the report recommends a system to accomplish
behavioral objectives but leaves to the CSC the problem of
figuring out how to make that system (linkale) also achieve
administrative objectives. It may be that the reason the
report does not offer such a system is that ote does not
exist. Your findings in the public anu; ELiate sectors con-
firm our conclusion that it is not really possible to develop
a single system that will successfully eet both behavioral
and administrative objectives.

-- The report's contentions that the MBO/KOI and WPPR-type
approaches achieve several dvelopmental purposes including
improvement of superviso-y-employee relationships may no
longer be true when that performance data is subsequently
used for administrative p.rposes. In other words, the
employees' concerns about pay, advancement, etc. and the
supervisor's anxieties about directly confronting an employee
that are eliminated under a collaborative method would in
all likelihood be resurrected when the performance data that
is produced is then used for administrative purposes.

-- The report states on page 69, "...even those organizations
in the private sector using the collaborative approach appar-
ently used the performance evaluation data for salary and
promotion determinations." Apparently, they either did not
find out how this linkage was made or discovered that no one
had yet found a desirable system. The latter may be the case
because of the basic dichotomy between the behavioral and
administrative objectives of performance evaluation.

One important problem in tLe area of performance evaluation which is
not addressed by the report concerns identifying marginal employees
and taking positive action regarding such employees. Dealing with
this problem is a most important step in improving the performance
of the Federal workforce.

A crucial point which the report discusses but which does not come
across emphatically enough in the overall impression concerns the
capacity of an organization to maintain a vital useful performance
evaluation program after the transitory impact of instituting a new
program fades. Agencies must realize that evaluation to improve
performance is a continuing effort that must be followed up. It
cannot succeed as a one-time effort, even a major effort, to get a
program underway if that program is then expected to continue on its
own momertum. (See discussion in the report of the NASA experience.)
In order to succeed, a performance evaluation program needs strong,
continuing support at all levels, but especially from the top.
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In sum, we would consider the report as providing useful data on ne
method for achieving behavioral objectives. The report is remiss in
not pointing out that 1) this method can be implemented by agencies
under the current Performance Rating Act and 2) the answer to improving
performance evaluation lies not only in providing proper tools, but
also and even more importantly, in how those tools are used.

Sincerely yours,

Exec ive Di e r
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FEDERAL PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT PROJECT

EXCERPTS FROM OPTION PAPER NUMBER ONE

ON PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEMS

September 7, 1977

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEMS

ISSUE 1: Agency performance evaluation systems to im-
plemen,' the 1950 Performance Rating Act are
viewed by both management and employees as
ineffective. The ratings process has become
a ritial which is frequently carried out in
cursory fashion and only in deference to the
law. The issue is how to provide an effec-
tive and equitable system for performance
evaluation.

BACKGROUND:

The primary purpose of the Performance Rating
Act of 1950 was to maintain and improve em-
ployees' job performances and improve
supervisor-employee relationships. However,
Federal regulations implementing other pro-
grams have stipulated several other uses for
performance appraisals: evaluations for pro-
motion, reduction-in-force, training needs,
salary increases, and incentive awards. The
act, itself, al:-o contained a major impedi-
ment: "adjective summary ratings."

Another problem is the lack of requirement for
valid, or modestly valid, performance standards
or evaluation techniques. For the original
purpose of the act, valid performance standards
or evaluation techniques were not essential,
but the additional r -e of performance apprai-
sals for major administrative decisionmaking
purposes requires that performance standards
have a high degree of reliability. The
adjective-summary ratings, lack of valid per-
formance standards and techniques, and the
additional administrative uses made of per-
formance appraisals--produced stress ccndi-
tions that the program was not capable of
withstanding.
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It must also be noted that the basic concept of
performance evaluation or appraisal has a major
impediment itself: a person's dislike of being
placed in a position requiring judging and re-
porting on the worth of a fellow human being.
Studies in the public and private sector have
shown that this impediment can be greatly di-
minished if performance appraisals are not
used or given minimal weight in major person-
nel decisions.

Under the current Federal performance appraisal
program, approximately 98 percent of all em-
ployees receive satisfactory appraisals almost
automatically; many who deserve higher ap-
praisals go unrecognized; and those who perform
marginally or warrant job removal are not
identified. Approximately 1,5 percent of all
employees receive outstanding ratings, and 0.5%
unsatisfactort)ry. This situation has occurred
primarily because of the restrictive feature
of the adjective-summary ratings. An outstand-
ing rating requires that all aspects of an em-
ployee's performance be outstanding and an un-
satisfactory rating requires removal of em-
ployee from the service under adverse action
procedures, For these reasons, almost all em-
ployees are rated equally in the satisfactory
category.

Another problem of the program is that the
highly productive Federal worker is aware that
the relationship of his or her performance to
salary step increases is no different from
that of the barely acceptable or marginal em-
ployee. Approximately 98% of all general
schedule employees receive salary step in-
creases. The right of appeal of satisfactory
ratings by employees seeking outstanding ratings
is viewed by most management officials as an
issue which should not be the subject of appeal
and outside determinations.

A review of performance appraisal programs in
selected private firms indicates that the pri--
vate sector has experienced many of the same
problems. It appears that those organizations
having the greatest degree of success have
limited their performance appraisal program to
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employee counseling and strengthening supervisor-
employee relationships, while establishing other
programs to provide data for such areas as pro-
motions, training, and pay administration. The
belief expressed by some firms in private indus-
try is that there are too many subjective and
contextual factors influencing the performance
criterion to obtain a high degree of validity
from performance appraisals. There are also
organizations in private industry, however,
which have purpnrtedly developed valid perform-
ance standards and assessment techniques, and
are thus using appraisals for a number of major
personnel decisions, including pay determina-
tions.

Listed below are options for dealing with the
issue of providing an appropriate and effec-
tive performance appraisal program for the
Federal Government.

OPTIONS:

a. Establish a performance appraisal program
that has as its only purpose to maintain
and improve employee performance on the
present job and strengthen supervisor-
employee relationships.

Each agency shall be required to establish
a program which only:

-- Communicates job requirements to
each employee.

-- Keeps employees currently informed
of their performance.

-- Provides employees an annual assess-
ment of their overall job perform-
ance.

-- Provides that no administrative per-
sonnel decisions will be based on
performance appraisals.
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Discuss on:

This alternative provides management with a
tool for assisting the employee in maintain-
ing satisfactory performance on his or her
present job, while strengthening supervisor-
employee relationships. By eliminating the
adjective-summary ratings, and relying upon
other programs for pay administration, train-
ing needs, promotion-potential appraisals,
and service retention standing, the basic ob-
jective of improving and maintaining a high
standard of individual productivity is much
more likely to be achieved.

b. Establish a performance evaluation system
that acknowledges and rewards satisfactory
performance and identifies marginal perform-
ance, and responds to these employees in an
efficient, expeditious, and equitable man-
ner.

Each agency must establish a ervice reten-
tion program based upon performance evalua-
tion systems, with the primary purpose of
promoting job efficiency, thus improving
the overall operational effectiveness of
the Government. Each system shall provide
for:

-- Biannually written service reten-
tion certification for all employ-
ees based upon satisfactory per-
formance determinations.

-- The establishment of job-related
performance standards or reauire-
ments developed by the supervisor.

-- The communication of performance
standards or requirements to em-
ployees by the supervisor.

-- The assurance that employees are
kept currently informed of their
performance and that marginal per-
formance be identifed immediately.
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-- Written documentation required only
when supervisor identifies marginal
job performance.

-- Acceptance of a "satisfactory" eval-
uation as equivalent to acceptable
level of competence for salary step
increase purposes.

Evaluation review committees would be estab-
lished by each agency with the primary pur-
pose of determining acceptable work perform-
ance of previously identified marginal em-
ployees.

These committees would consist of at least
three members: two designated by the head of
the agency; one by the employee or a represen-
tative Each committee's procedures would
provide, at least, for:

-- The acceptance or rejection of
marginal employee appraisals; a
rejection results in a satisfactory
appraisal of the employee.

-- The development of employee improve-
ment plans jointly by committee/
supervisor.

-- A maximum improvement period of 180
days.

-- At least one progress report at an
appropriate point.

-- A written documentation of the final
recommendation.

-- In the presence of the supervisor,
employee will be informed by the
committee of the work improvement
plan, progress report, and final
recommendations.

The recommendations which the committee is
required to make upon initial receipt of a
marginal performance appraisal, or not later
than 180 days, include:
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-- Retention in same position.

-- Reassignment.

-- Position change to lower grade.

-- Separation from service.

Only unsatisfactory evaluations may be ap-
pealed.

Discussion:

This alternative provides management offi-
cials with a tool for assessing job perform-
ance and identifying marginal performers and
an efficient mechanism for dealing with the
problem of barely acceptable performance.
It also provides a certain measure of
equity for employees by introducing a third-
party opinion before final determination
of an employee's level of performance. This
option also eliminates the adjective-summary
ratings in performance appraisals. The re-
view committee aspect of this method could
be viewed by some supervisors as an unwar-
ranted intrusion into their supervisory do-
main.

c. Establish a performance evaluation system
based upon valid job analysis that will
provide management and employees with more
exact criteria upon which to measure job
performance and furnish a valid basis upon
which to integrate performance appraisals
with salary merit increases. Additionally,
it will provide valid data, resulting from
the evaluation process, for use in other
personnel administrative purposes.

Establish a performance evaluation system
with at least four performance levels.
They should include categories for:

-- Outstanding.

-- Satisfactory.

-- Marginal.

-- Unsatisfactory.
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Develop definitions for use as guides in
the performance evaluation process.

Develop formulas for merit increases.

Develop valid performance standards for
each occupational group based upon job
analysis.

Evaluate performance in accordance with
professionally developed personnel measure-
ment methods.

Communicate performance standards to em-
ployees.

Each supervisor will be required to con-
duct an annual multipurpose review to
incorporate the following items:

-- A review of the job description
and a determination as to the
current accuracy as described and
the adequacy of respective perform-
ance standards.

-- Identification of employee training
needs.

-- A complete evaluation of past job
performance.

-- A yearly determination based upon
the performance appraisal evaluation
of whether or not the employee is
eligible to receive a merit monetary
increase.

-- The granting of the appropriate an-
nual merit monetary increase based
upon the performance evaluation ap-
praisal.

All employees will recieve a performance
evaluation appraisal once each year.

Performance evaluation appraisals should be
used as one of the measurement devices for
promotion, reassignment, and determination
of training needs and potential.
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Only unsatisfactory performance evaluations
may be appealed.

All performance evaluation appraisals must
be documented.

Unsatisfactory appraisal is the basis for
removal from a position.

Two successive marginal ratings would be
basis for an unsatisfactory rating.

A notice of proposed unsatisfactory perform-
ance evaluation appraisal must be given at
least 90 days before final determination.

Discussion:

This option is only possible if valid per-
formance standards and evaluation procedures
can be developed and used ithin the Federal
Government as a basis for major placement
decisions and pay administration.

This alternative for performance evaluation
appraisal provides management with a validated
assessment tool which can be used as a mea-
surement devise for work productivity, promo-
tions, reassignments, training needs, merit
salary increases, employee motivation, and
separations. The data obtained from implemen-
tation of this alternative will provide man-
agement with a relevant and valid base upon
which to implement a merit salary increase
program, and also to make other personnel
administrative decisions. However, the cost
involved in the development and continuous
maintenance of this program in operational
situations compared with the returns or bene-
fits is questionable. Yet, there are some
professionals who believe that to produce an
appraisal system that provides valid data,
useful for several purposes, a certain amount
of funds expenditure is cost effective.

(150411)
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